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Mass spectrometric imaging (MSI) allows for direct analysis of tissues by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) tandem mass spectrometry (MS^n or MS/MS) provides spatial distribution of an analyte’s distribution within the tissue. However, MSI is considered primarily a qualitative technique as a result of the poor quantitative ability of MALDI combined with the challenge of direct analysis from complex tissue samples, without cleanup or chromatography. Variations in the makeup of tissues results in extraction and ionization variations, making tissue-to-tissue comparisons difficult. The use of an internal standard to MSI applications has been suggested to control for MALDI signal variation, and may be used to identify tissue-specific ion signal variation. Applying the internal standard in a uniform manner not only leads to improvements in ion signal reproducibility, but can also help overcome variable ion signal as a result of tissue-specific extraction/ionization differences.

A wide-isolation MS/MS MSI approach was used to increase specificity and sensitivity of the target analytes. Wide-isolation MS/MS allows for tandem MS analysis on both the analyte and a deuterated internal standard within the same MS scan. By
monitoring the ratio of the analyte to internal standard ion signals, successful quantitative MSI experiments were performed for the analysis of cocaine in a human brain sample. These quantitative results compared well to results from high-performance liquid chromatography-MS/MS experiments performed after tissue extraction and homogenization. Furthermore, applying an internal standard coupled with wide-isolation MS/MS was successfully used to identify tissue-specific ion signal variation. By analyzing five different tissues, variations in the analyte signal applied at a constant concentration were observed between the tissues. However, analyzing the analyte-to-internal-standard ratio resulted in comparable ion signal ratios between the five tissues. Since MSI is a direct analysis technique, differences in the physical or chemical makeup of tissues directly affects the resulting ion signal; without the use of an internal standard, these are difficult to identify and account for.

After development of a quantitative method, MSI was employed for quantitative determination of endogenous acetyl-l-carnitine (AC) concentration in a piglet brain sample. Piglets were fed either a normal or ketogenic diet and any resulting changes in acetyl-l-carnitine were monitored by MSI. The results indicate a non-significant change between the two samples, but were limited by error in the quantitative estimations. However, the MSI methods developed were used to make quantitative comparisons between two different samples quantitatively which is a significant advancement of the MSI technique.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Mass Spectrometric Tissue Imaging

Historical Perspective

In most scientific research, the ability to generate visual images of the experiments can result in new interpretations, leading to more conclusive results. From the development of X-Ray technology\(^1\) to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),\(^2\) improvements in instrument technology have generated new insights resulting in more accurate determinations about a subject. The technology is continuously improving imaging data from generating higher resolution MRI scans for tissue differentiation\(^3,4\) to molecular differentiation with techniques such as optical fluorescent-labeling imaging\(^5\) and atomic-level imaging with tunneling electron microscopy (TEM).\(^6\) As imaging techniques improve, so does the scientific community’s understanding of the research area they are employed to investigate. Through advancements in biochemistry, chemistry, and medicine, the molecular understanding of biological systems is becoming increasingly important in areas such as disease research. For example, identifying new protein targets or metabolic pathways between normal and diseased state tissues may lead to new therapeutic techniques. Most current imaging techniques; however, interrogate samples with little chemical specificity unless targeted through a label (e.g., fluorescent labeling). This lack of chemical specificity is a significant limitation of these imaging methods, specifically for tissue differentiation at the molecular level.

New developments in analyte-specific imaging techniques for biological samples include monitoring compound-specific resonances with nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and anti-stokes Raman scattering\(^7\). These techniques are still being developed, but one major limitation in them is the extremely complex spectra generated from direct tissue analysis. Recently, the development of a new imaging technique based on mass spectrometry (MS) has potential to become an important analytical tool to answering biological questions. Mass spectrometric imaging (MSI) differs from classical imaging techniques cited above in the fact that it is actually a micro-sampling technique performed in a two-dimensional array and provides analyte distribution maps in a given sample. MSI offers an untargeted imaging method with improved analyte specificity, particularly, when employing either high-resolution MS (MS) or tandem MS (MS/MS or MS\(^n\)). The coupling of MSI with matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI), a surface desorption technique, has resulted in its significant growth as an analytical method for direct-tissue analysis.\(^8\)

**Current Technology**

Current MSI technology was developed from the idea of using ion microscopy\(^9\) to determine the elemental spatial distribution on a surface. The original ion microscope idea was further developed with the advancement of the ion microscope to secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and its use for imaging of biological samples. These ionization techniques; however, caused significant fragmentation of the target compounds limiting their application to elemental analysis. They were also considered surface analysis techniques (nm sampling depths) resulting in poor sensitivity due to the small sample size of analysis. The imaging idea was applied with a new instrument, the laser microprobe mass analyzer (LAMMA), which used laser/desorption ionization (LDI) with an ultra-violet (UV) laser to generate ions from backside illumination, which
resulted in complete ablation of the tissue sample.\textsuperscript{10,11} However, LDI still induced significant fragmentation of the molecular species present in the tissue sample, resulting in mostly elemental analysis, with improved sensitivity. An improvement from these techniques was the coupling of the UV ionization source to an ion trap mass spectrometer that was used to generate quantitative MS/MS information directly from liver and brain samples.\textsuperscript{12} The MS/MS capabilities allowed for absolute analyte identification during the surface analysis.\textsuperscript{12} Eventually, the use of softer ionization techniques such as MALDI, was employed for MSI allowing for analysis of larger biomolecules.\textsuperscript{8,13,14} In addition, advancements in ion gun sources and the development of matrix-assisted SIMS has allowed for analysis of small intact biomolecules including lipids and peptides.\textsuperscript{15,16} A more recent ionization technique developed by Graham Cooks at Purdue University, desorption electrospray ionization (DESI), has been utilized for MSI. DESI allows for direct analysis of tissue sample with no matrix and at atmospheric pressure, thus simplifying the MSI process.\textsuperscript{17,18} A brief comparison of common ionization techniques for MSI is shown in Table 1-1.

Each type of ionization method can be coupled with many types of mass analyzers. Currently, MALDI remains the most common method of ionization for imaging and is the technique used throughout this dissertation. Overall, MSI offers the best ability to perform untargeted, molecular-specific imaging directly from a biological sample. This unique capability, coupled with the numerous types of available instrumentation, has recently generated significant interest amongst the scientific community.
MALDI MSI Background

Obtaining an MS image of an analyte’s distribution can be performed on nearly any surface, so long as ions can be generated and detected via MS. The most common application of the technique is for the analysis of biological samples, and is the primary focus of this research. A workflow illustrating the steps in generating MS images via MALDI MS\textsuperscript{n} is described in Figure 1-1. For quantitative MSI, the addition of calibration standards and internal standards is necessary. A brief summary is described here, and further details will be discussed as they are used in each chapter. After the addition of the standard, excised tissue is first prepared by thin layer sectioning (10–20 \(\mu\)m thick) performed on a cryo-microtome instrument at temperatures between negative −15 and −25° C. The use of a tissue-mounting medium to assist in sectioning is avoided, as these cutting mediums may contaminate the tissue surface, interfering with MS analysis. In this research, tissue samples were mounted to the cryostat stage using de-ionized water, which froze upon the addition of frozen tissue. The thin-layer tissue section is then placed on the MALDI target surface, which may be a standard glass or stainless-steel microscope slide or a MALDI target plate.

For MALDI MSI, a matrix must be applied to the surface of the sample. This is a significant step in order to produce quality MS images, as the matrix serves numerous purposes. First, the MALDI matrix serves as a primary intermediary between the laser source and the target analyte (ionization theory is further discussed in the MALDI subsection). Second, the matrix must be applied uniformly to the tissue section to ensure variations in ion signal are not a result of matrix crystallization differences. The matrix may be applied in numerous ways, including manual pneumatic spray-coating.
with an artistic airbrush or nebulizer,\textsuperscript{19,20} microspotted in a confined area with automated instrumentation such as the LabCyte\textsuperscript{21,22} or Shimadzu CHiP,\textsuperscript{23,24} or by automated nebulization with instruments such as a Bruker ImagePrep, which creates fine droplets off the surface of a piezo-electric material or even a modified inkjet printer.\textsuperscript{76} Other methods which require no solvent, such as sublimation\textsuperscript{25} and sifting fine matrix crystals\textsuperscript{26–28} onto the tissue have been shown as alternatives to spray coating methods. The absence of solvent reduces lateral diffusion of analytes within the tissue; however, it also reduces the extraction of analytes from the tissue. Regardless of the technique chosen, the matrix must be applied uniformly producing crystal sizes smaller than the spot diameter of the MALDI laser.

Once the tissue is coated with matrix, it is loaded into the vacuum chamber and moved step-wise with respect to the ionization source. This patterned movement is referred to as rastering. At each raster step, which has specific \(x\) - and \(y\)-axis values, a mass spectrum is recorded via MS or MS\textsuperscript{n}. The spatial resolution of the resulting MS images is dependent on the focusing of the MALDI laser as well as the raster step size between collected mass spectra. For MALDI and DESI MSI, typically resolution can be between 20–200 \(\mu\)m. Imaging software is then used to generate specific ion intensity images versus position, as exemplified in Figure 1-2. The figure shows two examples of MS images generated by plotting the intensity of the \([M+Na]^+\) ions of two lipids versus \((x,y)\) position. From the resulting MS images, it is concluded that the sphingomyelin \((m/z\ 751)\) is more abundant in the white matter of the brain, whereas the distribution of a phosphatidyl choline \((m/z\ 734)\) is more abundant in the grey matter of the brain. These types of images can be generated for any ion in the MS or MS\textsuperscript{n} spectra.
Instrument parameters may also be varied, such as the applied laser energy (LE) and the number of laser shots (LS) performed at each raster step is determined on random areas of the tissue. Varying the LE and LS to achieve adequate ion signal is important for MS analysis. Depending on the type of mass analyzer, these numbers may vary greatly. For instance, analysis with a time-of-flight (TOF) instrument may require a large number of laser shots (~200 LS). In comparison, the linear ion trap (LIT) typically requires only 4 LS to achieve adequate ion signal. However, with the LIT, space-charging is a concern when analyzing a large number of ions (discussed further in the ion trap section). The LE can also be varied to improve ion signal; however, too high a LE may result in increased fragmentation.

**MALDI Fundamentals**

The coupling of MALDI with MSI offered a significant improvement over previous ionization methods.\(^8\) MALDI produces mainly singly-charged ions e.g., \([M+H]^+\), across a broad mass range (50–200,000 Daltons). MALDI is also considered a sensitive technique with detection limits in the lower attomole levels.\(^29\) The MALDI technique was invented and named by Frans Hillenkamp and Michael Karas\(^30,31\). The technique developed by Hillenkamp and Karas used small organic acids as the MALDI matrix, which have proven to be the matrices of choice for most current MALDI applications. The technique was later shown to ionize large biomolecules including proteins by Koichi Tanaka.\(^32\) Tanaka’s technique employed cobalt resin suspended in glycerol and was the first to show ionization of large intact biomolecules for which he shared one-quarter of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2002.
Practical Aspects

First, the MALDI matrix is applied to the sample, which can be small molecules, lipids, peptides, proteins, or intact tissue, and the matrix/analyte mixture is allowed to dry producing a matrix crystal layer with analyte incorporated within the crystal lattice. An illustration of the MALDI process is shown in Figure 1-3. This incorporation of the analyte may not actually be inside a crystal, but may be surrounding the matrix crystals. The important step is desorption of both the matrix and analyte during laser irradiation. If working with standards, the matrix to analyte ratio (M/A) is important in producing adequate ion signal. A high M/A results in mostly matrix ions in the mass spectrum. Conversely, a low M/A also results in inadequate signal as the concentration of matrix is too low to produce analyte ions. There exists a range of M/As in which the ion signal observed is mainly from the analyte; however, this M/A range varies with matrix type and analyte.\textsuperscript{34} For imaging applications, the M/A ratio is difficult to determine, as the matrix is generally applied atop the tissue samples until a thin layer of crystals is observed, and the amount of matrix is difficult to quantify. Equally difficult to quantify is the amount of analytes possible from a given area of tissue. The tissue and matrix layer may vary in thickness at each raster step, which resulted in variations in the amount of sample analyzed. Also the incorporation of matrix crystals into the tissue may vary based on the chemical and physical composition of the tissue.

Desorption Process

The first step in ion production is the desorption process resulting from irradiation from the laser.\textsuperscript{35} As the laser irradiates the sample and a certain amount of energy applied per area is reached, desorption occurs. This energy level for desorption is matrix-dependant, and can vary greatly with matrices and samples. Desorption results
in sublimation of the matrix along with the analyte, which can be considered the first role of the MALDI matrix in generating ions.\textsuperscript{35} The MALDI matrix is usually chosen to have a very large molar absorptivity at the irradiation wavelength which allows it to absorb most of the energy imparted by the laser. This results in a lower initial kinetic energy of the target analytes during the ablation process, thus limiting analyte fragmentation from the ion source and producing mainly \([M+H]^+\) analyte ions. The plume is considered to form on the nanosecond time-scale and may last milliseconds above the sample surface. This lasting plume has a high molecular density, resulting in a high molecular collision rate, and leading to the formation of ions through subsequent ion-molecule reactions or declustering of preformed ions.\textsuperscript{36, 37}

**Ion Formation Theory**

The generation of ions from the MALDI process is still not completely understood; however, two models of ion generation currently exist. One theory of ion formation suggests that, as, in the resulting plume after desorption primary and secondary ions are formed. The primary ions are generally matrix ions resulting from photo-ionization effects from the laser irradiation.\textsuperscript{35} Secondary ions are formed in the MALDI plume through gas-phase ion-molecule collisions in which the primary ion transfers a charge, in most cases a proton to the target analyte, creating an \([M+H]^+\) ion. These secondary reactions occur between either a matrix ion and matrix neutral, a matrix ion and analyte neutral, or a hydrogen ion and analyte neutral.\textsuperscript{35} Aside from ions created from the addition of a proton, the addition of cations is also observed, and can lead to more stable analyte ions and more informative fragmentation pathways in some MS/MS applications.\textsuperscript{20}
Another theory of MALDI ionization is termed the “lucky survivor model”.\textsuperscript{38} This model retains the idea of the initial desorption and photo-ionization event, but states that analytes retain their charge state from the solution phase and are incorporated into the matrix partially solvated. In the desorption step, the crystal lattice is broken up with varying sizes of molecule clusters, and statistically some of these fragments will be a single analyte ion. The analyte clusters (with many charges) continue to lose neutral solvent or matrix ions and counterions as the plume expands, resulting in neutralization of the clusters charges. During the neutralization process as the cluster is reduced in size, only one charged analyte remains, termed “the lucky survivor”.\textsuperscript{37, 38}

**Quantitative MALDI**

The use of MALDI for quantitative purposes has been limited by the relatively poor ion signal reproducibility. The quantitative possibilities of the technique have been explored previously; however, quantitative data has proven difficult to generate using these techniques.\textsuperscript{39–43} Significant ion signal variation and non-linear increases in analyte signal, independent of M/A ratio, have contributed to the poor quantitative ability of MALDI MS. Ion signal variation results from laser shot-to-shot energy variability; however, in most MSI instruments, this effect is minimal because multiple laser shots were used. Inhomogenous MALDI matrix crystallization is the largest contributor to varying MALDI ion signal, thus the importance of producing homogenous matrix layers consisting of uniform small crystals atop the imaging sample. Figure 1-4 shows optical images of different matrix crystals formed for MALDI experiments. On a scale similar to the laser diameter, the ion signal is dependent on the crystal quality at a given location. Other factors limiting the quantitative ability of MALDI for MSI will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Mass Spectrometry

As the ions are produced from the MALDI process, they are then detected via MS or MS^n in terms of the mass-to-charge ratio ($m/z$). Several types of commercial mass analyzers are available for MSI experimentation. Many of these instruments are based on TOF technology, and also include hybrid TOF instruments to provide MS/MS possibilities. There are also instruments equipped with ion trap mass analyzers offering MS^n capabilities, and even newer instrumentation offering high resolution MS^n analysis for MSI. Two instruments were used in the MSI experiments discussed here: a Thermo Scientific MALDI LTQ XL (Thermo Scientific; San Jose, CA, USA) and a Waters Synapt MALDI-Q-Ion Mobility (T-wave cell) TOF (QTOF) (Waters Corp. Milford, MA, USA). The former instrument is a linear ion trap (LIT) mass analyzer, and the latter, a quadrupole coupled with a TOF mass analyzer. The Thermo instrument will be referred to as the LTQ and the Waters instrument will be referred to as the QTOF.

**MALDI LTQ**

The Thermo Scientific MALDI LTQ XL is a commercially available MSI instrument capable of generating MS and MS^n data with the LIT, as shown in Figure 1-5. The instrument has previously been described in extensive detail.\(^{19}\) It is equipped with an intermediate-pressure MALDI source (0.07 Torr) and a 337 nm nitrogen laser which fires at a frequency of 60 Hz and variable laser energy (maximum 250 $\mu$J per pulse). The laser is focused to spot size of ~100 $\mu$m at an incident angle of 32°. Upon laser irradiation of the sample, ions are transferred through a series of focusing multipoles, lenses, and injected into the LIT for mass analysis.
**Linear ion trap**

The LIT is a two-dimensional variation of the classical three-dimensional quadrupole ion trap (QIT) developed by Wolfgang Paul and Helmut Steinwedel.\textsuperscript{44,45} The LIT differs from the QIT in that the ions are stored axially in two dimensions opposed to three-dimensional storage capabilities of the QIT. The LIT consists of three sections of hyperbolic quadrupole rods, as shown in Figure 1-6A. Discrete direct-current (DC) voltages are applied to the front and back sections of the LIT, which trap the ions in the center section, and also reduce the possibility of fringe electric field effects during trapping and resonant ejection of the ions. Trapping in the center section is performed by applying an oscillating radio-frequency (RF) voltage to the X and Y rod pairs, as shown in Figure 1-6B. Alternating current (AC) is applied across the X rods for isolation, activation and ejection of ions, also shown in Figure 1-6C. The ions are ejected through 30 mm-long slits along the X rods, strike two conversion dynodes, and are ultimately detected by two electron multipliers, one on each side of the trap. The LIT offers increased storage space within the trap as well as two detectors for ion detection, thus improving sensitivity, and dynamic range compared to the QIT. One limitation in MS analysis with an ion trap is the limited ion storage available, thus limiting the dynamic range of the instrument. As the number of ions increases above a certain limit, an effect known as space-charging is observed. This occurs as the ion density from the trapped ions shields the electric field from the voltages applied to the hyperbolic rods. The results can be mass shifts to high masses, decreased sensitivity, and decreased mass resolution. These effects are dramatically reduced in the LIT compared to the QIT due to the increased storage space.
**MS/MS with a LIT**

MS/MS analysis on the LIT includes trapping the ions generated from the ion source, mass isolation of the parent ion, activation of the parent ion to induce fragmentation, and finally resonant ejection of the product ions for detection. In a typical MS/MS experiment, after the ions are trapped, isolation of the precursor ion is performed by applying RF and AC voltages to the quadrupole rods for resonant ejection of all other ions from the trap. To isolate a particular ion, a specific m/z ratio is chosen by the user along with a specific m/z range (isolation window). For instance, the isolation of caffeine which has m/z 195 corresponding to the [M+H]+ might be performed by isolation of m/z 195 ± 1 m/z units. The isolation window for MS/MS analysis would be m/z 194–196. Narrow isolation windows increase specificity by isolating only the ion of interest for MS/MS analysis, but also may reduce sensitivity as fragile ions may fragment and be ejected from the trap from the resonant ejection frequencies applied. Wider isolation windows create a more stable environment for isolation, but also leaves a wider mass range of ions in the trap to be fragmented, and possibly complicate the MS/MS spectrum.

After isolation of the precursor ion, a resonant excitation RF voltage is applied to the X rods, corresponding to the secular frequency of the precursor m/z. This excitation voltage increases the kinetic energy of the precursor ions in the trap, and through gas-phase collisions with the He gas, dissociation of the precursor ion occurs. This process is termed collision-induced dissociation (CID) and results in reproducible product ion fragments of the precursor ion. These product ions are subsequently ejected for the trap and detected producing an MS/MS spectrum. The product ions generated can be
used to provide structural information about the precursor ion, or can be used to confirm the precursor \( m/z \) is free from contamination of other compounds at the same \( m/z \). On an ion trap instrument, this process can be repeated by isolating and fragmenting one of the product ions, producing MS\(^n\) spectra.\(^{44,46}\) Both full-scan MS and MS/MS were used throughout this dissertation.

**Wide-isolation MS/MS**

The ultimate goal of the presented research is to develop quantitative MALDI MSI methods which will use the ratio of the ion signal of the target analyte to the ion signal of an internal standard (deuterated analog of the target analyte). For MS applications, this is achieved simply by monitoring the \([M+H]^+\) ion signal of both the analyte and internal standard, and calculating the ratio. However, MS analyses of tissue samples typically require sample cleanup steps, such as extraction and chromatography prior to analysis. These steps help reduce the occurrence of interfering peaks in the resulting mass spectra. In MSI analysis, the tissue sample is directly analyzed, thus the ions generated by MALDI represent the entire molecular makeup of the tissue, complicating the spectra and increasing the chances of interfering ions. The use of MS/MS and MS\(^n\) can circumvent these issues; provided the target analyte can be ionized sufficiently directly from a biological sample, and the resulting MS\(^n\) can be verified to be analyte specific.

Employing MS/MS for simultaneous analysis of an analyte and internal standard can be achieved with high precision by wide-isolation MS/MS.\(^{47}\) In wide-isolation MS/MS, the center of isolation is moved from the target precursor ion to an \( m/z \) half way between the target and internal standard. The isolation window is then expanded to include both the target analyte and internal standard. After isolation, fragmentation of isolated ions is induced through CID, and the product ions are monitored, as illustrated
in Figure 1-7. In the product ion spectrum, the analyte and deuterated internal standard can be differentiated, allowing for the simultaneous MS/MS analysis of the analyte and internal standard.\textsuperscript{46,47} Wide-isolation MS/MS has been shown to significantly improve the quantitative capabilities of MALDI for the analysis of cocaine from human brain tissue.\textsuperscript{47} This technique will be evaluated and used throughout the presented research to generate quantitative MALDI MSI methods.

**MALDI QTOF**

The QTOF instrument is a hybrid instrument coupling two mass analyzers, the quadrupole mass filter and a TOF, and the instrument used here, was also equipped with a T-wave ion mobility cell. A schematic of the instrument is shown in Figure 1-8 and has been previously described.\textsuperscript{48,49} The QTOF is equipped with an intermediate pressure MALDI source (0.07 Torr) and a 200 Hz, 335 nm, tripled Nd:YAG laser at a frequency of 200 Hz and spot diameter of 150 \( \mu \text{m} \). Upon irradiation with the laser, the ions are transferred through a series of lenses into the quadrupole for mass selection prior to fragmentation. The ion mobility cell was not used in these experiments, although the last portion of the cell (transfer cell) is used for CID. The quadrupole serves as a mass separating device prior to fragmentation for MS/MS applications.\textsuperscript{50,51} After fragmentation by CID, the product ions are accelerated into the TOF portion of the instrument for mass analysis.

**Mass selection with quadrupole**

The quadrupole serves as a mass filter prior to fragmentation in the ion mobility cell. A schematic is shown in Figure 1-9, with four parallel rods with each opposing rod pair connected electrically.\textsuperscript{51} An RF or DC voltage can be applied to produce an electric field within the four rods. By varying the applied voltages, ions of certain \( m/z \) have
stable trajectories through the instrument and thus reach the detector. Constant voltages can be applied to allow a small $m/z$ range to pass through, or the voltage can be continuously varied to produce a mass spectrum.

**Mass analysis with TOF**

A TOF mass analyzer measures amount of time it takes for an ion to travel a fixed distance to determine its $m/z$, as shown in Figure 1-10. Ions are accelerated into the TOF region with an electric field of constant strength. Thus, ions of the same charge (usually the +1 state) have the same initial kinetic energy and the velocity of the ion is dependent upon the $m/z$. As the ions travel to the detector, larger ions move more slowly and smaller ions move more quickly, thus a time difference between the ions can be measured. This acceleration voltage may be applied continuously, or a technique known as delayed extraction can be used to improve TOF sensitivity and resolution. On the QTOF, delayed extraction is not used; however, orthogonal injection into the TOF is used. This ensures that ions arriving into the TOF region of the instrument are accelerated from the same initial velocity, irrespective of their velocities from the quadrupole and ion mobility portions of the instrument.

**MS/MS and wide-isolation MS/MS with QTOF**

MS/MS analysis with the QTOF uses the quadrupole to allow a small $m/z$ range to enter into the ion mobility portion of the instrument. Fragmentation of the ions is generated through CID (previously described). The resulting product ions are then accelerated into the TOF for mass analysis. The instrument manufacturer's control software allows the user to control the mass resolution of the quadrupole upon setting a target mass for MS/MS analysis. This was presumably designed for target analytes with a wide isotopic peak envelope such as high molecular weight proteins with multiple
charge states. For quantitative MSI analysis with an internal standard, this feature was used to allow both the target analyte and its deuterated analog to be simultaneously detected in a single MS/MS scan. The simultaneous detection of both the analyte and internal standard is imperative for quantitative MALDI MS\textsuperscript{n} applications (further discussed in subsequent chapters).

**Research Motivation**

The overall goal of the presented research was to develop MSI techniques for the comparison of acetyl-l-carnitine (AC) concentration and distribution between piglet brain samples, one fed a ketogenic diet (KD) and one fed a normal diet. The ketogenic diet is used for the treatment of epilepsy cases which fail to respond to the current pharmaceuticals. Its effectiveness is often comparable to the best anti-epileptic drugs available; however, the therapeutic mechanism remains unknown. MSI techniques would provide useful information about any quantitative distribution differences of AC in the brain between piglets fed a ketogenic diet versus a normal diet. However, to use MSI to quantitatively compare endogenous metabolite concentration differences between tissues, new quantitative methods must be developed.

**Ketogenic Diet**

KDs were designed in the early 1900s to mimic the biochemical changes present during fasting.\textsuperscript{52} Fasting has long been known to reduce the amount of seizure activity and has been described in the Hippocratic Corpus dated around 400 BC.\textsuperscript{53, 54} The KD is an extremely strict and regulated diet in which the body derives much of its energy from fats rather than carbohydrates. The diet generally consists of 85% fat, 10% protein and 5% carbohydrates at only 75% of the recommended daily caloric intake. Fluids are also reduced to 80% of the normal level. The diet is initiated by fasting for 24–36 hours
to exhaust glucose reserves and force the body to rely on fatty acid $\beta$–oxidation as its main source of energy production, resulting in a ketotic state or ketosis, which is a large buildup of ketone bodies resulting from $\beta$-oxidation.$^{53,54}$ These ketone bodies consist of $\beta$–hydroxybutyric acid and acetoacetic acid, which is spontaneously converted into acetone,$^{53}$ and are used as energy sources in the brain. Some of the resulting metabolites of $\beta$–oxidation and the breakdown of the ketone bodies for energy are hypothesized to aid in the anticonvulsant mechanism of the KD by controlling potassium channels in the nerve.$^{52,54,55}$

**Acetyl-l-Carnitine Role in Treatment**

Of the metabolic changes resulting from the KD, changes in concentration of acetylcarnitine (AC) has been hypothesized by Dr. Peggy Borum from the Food Science and Human Nutrition Department at the University of Florida to play a key role in the therapeutic effects of the KD. AC belongs to a class of compounds called carnitines, shown in Figure 1-11, that serve as the main transporters of fatty acids and acetyl groups across the mitochondrial membrane for $\beta$–oxidation.$^{56}$ An increase in carnitines and carnitine translocase proteins is necessary to accommodate for the increased fatty acid oxidation. Aside from the increased need for fatty acid transport, AC also has other metabolic fates such as the production of acetyl-coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA). The normal pathway for acetyl-CoA generation is slowed due to the decreased glucose metabolism during the KD.$^{57}$

AC has also been shown to induce transient seizures in epileptic patients, possibly by interrupting the GABA inhibitory system.$^{58}$ Although AC has been shown to increase in tissue during the ketogenic diet and fasting,$^{59}$ it may be shunted from other metabolic
pathways, and used primarily for fatty acid transport and conversion to acetyl-CoA which enters the Kreb’s cycle.\textsuperscript{60, 61}

Methods to detect and quantify acylcarnitines in tissue have been developed using positron emission tomography (PET),\textsuperscript{62} liquid chromatography (LC)/MS,\textsuperscript{63} and subcutaneous microdialysis (SMD) followed by MS detection.\textsuperscript{59} PET provides real-time imaging of the labeled analyte but is limited by its lack of chemical specificity. LC/MS provides excellent quantitative data, but due to tissue homogenization and extraction methods, spatial distribution information is lost. SMD provides minimally invasive sampling directly from tissue; however, it is limited to the area of tissue the probe resides, and no spatial distribution information is acquired. A method to quantify the distribution and concentration of acetylcarnitine and other suspected anticonvulsant metabolites in the brain would provide important information into the mechanism of the therapeutic effects of the KD. Brain tissues from piglet test subjects, were used for the method development and establishing the effects of the KD on concentration and distribution of AC in brain tissue.

**Overview of Research**

**MALDI MSI**

Combining MALDI with MS and MS\textsuperscript{n} has been used for numerous imaging applications.\textsuperscript{19, 26, 46, 64-73} Specifically for small molecular applications, MSI has great potential in the area of pharmaceutical development. However, the limitations of using MALDI for quantitative MSI is the main drawback preventing the technique from being used more readily. To highlight both the possibilities and the limitations of MSI, a whole-body MSI experiment is shown in Figure 1-12.\textsuperscript{72} The experiment is designed to determine the distribution of a pharmaceutical in a thin-layer whole-body section of a rat.
using MALDI MS/MS. From the optical image, Figure 1-12A, different organs are identified and outlined. The resulting MS/MS image of the drug is produced by plotting the main product ion’s intensity (color scale) versus (x,y) position, shown in Figure 1-12B. The MS/MS image of the drug shows distribution differences between organs. Comparing signal from the brain to the bladder indicates the drug is present at a higher concentration in the bladder. However, variations in ion signal may not be directly attributed to increases in concentration, as numerous factors other than concentration may affect the detection ion signal. These factors include: tissue-dependent matrix crystallization, ionization, and extraction variations. Consider that the drug could be present in both the bladder and brain at equal concentrations. The bladder consists of mainly smooth hollow muscle tissue (which may contain frozen urine or crystallized uric acid) compared to complex, lipid-rich tissue of the brain. As matrix is applied atop the two areas, the formation of crystals can vary significantly. Also, during the matrix application, the matrix solvent plays a role in extracting the target drug from the tissue and subsequent co-crystallization with the matrix. This extraction between the two tissue types may also vary. Finally, MALDI ionization may also vary significantly between the tissue types, thus making any conclusions about the concentration of the drug uncertain. To verify the MS/MS imaging results, the tissues are typically analyzed via another analytical method which typically involves tissue excision and homogenization, analyte extraction, and separation via chromatography. It also typically involves the creation of matrix-matched calibration samples via the quantitative addition of the drug to control tissue. These steps not only increase analysis time and use more resources, they also lose any spatial distribution information within a given area.
tissue type (due to homogenization). For MALDI MSI to be used more routinely as an analytical method, the quantitative limitations must be overcome. The overall motivation for this research is to develop quantitative methods for MALDI MSI through the application of an internal standard to account for MALDI MSI ion signal variability.

**Quantitative MALDI MSI Method Development**

Nucleus accumbens (NA) excised during a post-mortem autopsy was used for quantitative MSI method development. Two samples were used for analysis, a control sample and one which tested positive for cocaine (COC) during the autopsy. COC is an extensively studied drug of abuse with numerous published methods on the extraction and quantitation from blood and tissue.\(^{79}\) The ability to perform parallel experiments with well-established methods to quantify COC from brain tissue (as well as it being an exogenous compound) made it an ideal candidate for quantitative MSI development. Deuterated analogs of COC are also readily available and were used as an internal standard.

The internal standard in any analytical experiment must behave identically to the target analyte, be uniformly applied, and be detected separately. Isotopically labeled analogs provide near identical chemical characteristic and are considered the best option. The challenge in a MSI experiment is applying the internal standard in a uniform manner to the tissue sample, and this can be overcome using a modified inkjet printer.\(^{66,76}\) This uniform application is imperative to control for ion signal variations resulting from variations in the matrix application and MALDI process. In an MSI experiment consisting of numerous spectra collected from a tissue sample, each raster spot can be considered a micro-experiment. To better compare the ion signals within these micro-experiments, normalization of the analyte by the internal standard ion signal
may be used to account for ion signal variations.\textsuperscript{39, 71, 77, 78} To perform ion signal normalization, the analyte and internal standard should be detected simultaneously in each MS scan at each raster step. Wide-isolation MS/MS allows for the simultaneous detection of both the analyte and internal standard, and provides the increased specificity and sensitivity from tandem MS.\textsuperscript{47}

The experiments presented with COC serve primarily as method development experiments in which the quantitative results can be validated by another analytical method, LC-MS/MS. For LC-MS/MS analysis, the tissue samples were homogenized and extracted and the COC determined by comparison to external calibration standards.\textsuperscript{46, 79} These results were compared to quantitative MSI results.

Wide-isolation MS/MS was also evaluated for the quantitative evaluation of the tissue extracts in parallel to the LC-MS/MS analysis of the extracts. These experiments highlight the power of using an internal standard and wide-isolation MS/MS for quantitative MALDI applications.

Differences in the chemical and physical makeup of tissues can directly affect the resulting ion signal in a MSI experiment. The use of a deuterated internal standard was evaluated for the identification of tissue-specific ion suppression and is discussed in Chapter 3. AC and acetyl-d\textsubscript{3}-carnitine (d\textsubscript{3}AC) were used as the target analyte and internal standard, respectively. Both were applied beneath different tissue types and the resulting ion intensity of AC, d\textsubscript{3}AC, and the ratio of AC/d\textsubscript{3}AC were monitored.

**Piglet Brain Tissue Comparison**

The research presented in Chapter 4 applies methods developed in Chapters 2 and 3 to quantitatively determine and compare AC distributions between two piglet brain samples. For the analysis of endogenous AC, the standard additions method of
analysis was used for quantitative estimations. One piglet was fed a normal diet after birth consisting of an average ratio of fat, carbohydrate, and protein. These ratios can vary slightly, but typically the formula is rich in carbohydrates >50% by mass compared to protein and fat. The carbohydrate ratio in the ketogenic formula is significantly reduced to keep the piglet in a state of ketosis, thus mimicking the metabolism of KD therapy. After one week of dieting, the brains were excised and AC content was compared with MSI. Establishing quantitative MALDI MSI methods to make these comparisons would be a significant improvement in the MSI methodology.
Figure 1-1. Workflow diagram of MSI.
Figure 1-2. Example of MSI from analysis of piglet brain. The intensity of any ion in the mass spectrum can be plotted against (x,y) position to determine its distribution in the tissue sample.
Figure 1-3. Illustration of the MALDI process.
Figure 1-4. Photomicrographs showing differences in DHB crystals. DHB dissolved in different solvents, (a) DHB diluted in 70/30 methanol/water (v/v), (b) DHB diluted in 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v), both applied atop a glass slide. DHB dissolved in different solvents (c) DHB diluted in 70/30 methanol/water (v/v), (d) DHB diluted in 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v), both applied atop piglet brain tissue. Variations in DHB crystals directly affects resulting ion signal. Ideally, DHB would be applied in a uniform manner consisting of small crystals.
Figure 1-5. Schematic of the Thermo MALDI LTQ XL. Samples are loaded onto an (x,y) stage and rastered beneath the MALDI laser. Position-specific mass spectra are recorded and used to produce an ion-specific distribution image. The LIT offers both MS and MS\textsuperscript{n} capabilities.\textsuperscript{19, 44}
Figure 1-6. Schematic of the LIT. MS or MS\textsuperscript{n} spectra can be obtained from ions trapped in the center section by applying different RF and AC voltages. (A) LIT (B) Z-axis view and voltages applied for trapping (C) Z-axis view and voltages applied for excitation.
Figure 1-7. Spectra illustrating wide-isolation MS/MS. (A) Narrow isolation window centered at $m/z$ 204 ± 1.5 Da employed for MS/MS analysis of AC. (B) Wide-isolation window centered at $m/z$ 205.5 ± 3 Da employed for simultaneous detection of AC and $d_3$AC in a single MS/MS scan, indicated by the shaded window. (C) Product ion spectrum of wide-isolation MS/MS analysis. AC and $d_3$AC can be differentiated due to the preserved deuterated label in the product ion.
Figure 1-8. Schematic of Waters Synapt QTOF instrument. Modified from Pringle, et al.⁴⁹
Figure 1-9. Schematic of quadrupole mass analyzer. The quadrupole on the QTOF was used for mass selection prior to CID.
Figure 1-10. Schematic of TOF mass analyzer. Ions are pulsed into the TOF region by an applied voltage on the pusher. All ions have the same kinetic energy, thus smaller ions travel the fixed distance to the detector faster than larger ions.
Figure 1-11. Examples of different carnitine compounds. Carnitine’s main function is to transport long chain acyl-groups into the mitochondria for β-oxidation. The site of deuteration is circled in the AC structure.
Figure 1-12. Whole-body image of olanzapine distribution in an entire rat. (A) Optical image with identified tissues. (B) MS/MS image of main product ion of olanzapine. Ion intensity is plotted via color gradient, dark areas indicate areas of low ion intensity and white areas indicate areas of higher ion intensity. Modified from Caprioli, et al.\textsuperscript{72}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ionization Method</th>
<th>m/z Range</th>
<th>Lateral Resolution</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIMS</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
<td>&lt;50 nm</td>
<td>Best spatial resolution</td>
<td>Source fragmentation, low sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDI</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
<td>5–200 μm</td>
<td>Improved sensitivity over SIMS</td>
<td>Source fragmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALDI</td>
<td>50–500,000</td>
<td>10–200 μm</td>
<td>Ionization of large intact biomolecules</td>
<td>Application of MALDI matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESI</td>
<td>&lt;2000</td>
<td>~200 μm</td>
<td>Simpler sample setup, possibly targeted ionization</td>
<td>Poor lateral resolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 2
QUANTITATIVE IMAGING OF COCAINE FROM BRAIN TISSUE

Introduction To Quantitative MSI

Mass spectrometric imaging (MSI) has rapidly expanded from early applications to protein imaging\(^8\) into numerous compound classes including lipids\(^{20}\), pharmaceuticals\(^{13}\), and endogenous metabolites\(^{72}\). The technique generates two-dimensional (or more recently three-dimensional images) of the distribution and concentration of analytes in a tissue section\(^{80,81}\). The quantitative limitations of MALDI MSI have recently come under scrutiny\(^{82}\) as MSI techniques suffer from two major limitations: the inability to control and correct for tissue-specific ion suppression and the irreproducibility of ion signal from scan to scan. These limitations are caused by numerous factors, including tissue variation, matrix crystal heterogeneity, laser power fluctuations, as well as tissue-specific ion suppression, and preclude in situ quantification\(^{47,83}\). To date, quantitative MSI applications have been limited to relative determinations which require verification from other analytical techniques, such as liquid chromatography tandem-mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)\(^{26}\).

Many quantitative MS analytical techniques rely on internal standards to control for sources of error arising from sample preparation, injection volume irreproducibility, or ion source variability. In most instances, an internal standard is added in a constant amount to the samples being analyzed prior to any additional sample preparation. Applying an internal standard to control for the limitations previously listed may improve the quantitative capabilities of MSI. Utilizing an internal standard for traditional MALDI analysis has been shown to improve quantitation\(^{41,42,78,84}\); however, these methods simply add the internal standard to the sample droplet, which is not practical in an
imaging experiment. For MSI, the internal standard must be applied uniformly to the tissue. In this work, the internal standard was applied via a modified inkjet printer. Application of an internal standard by inkjet printer has been shown to produce a uniform internal standard layer at a given concentration (Chapter 4). To best mimic the extraction of an analyte from the tissue, the internal standard was applied beneath the tissue (to the glass sample slide before placing the tissue), which then was extracted through the tissue and into the matrix crystals. For the quantitative analysis of cocaine (COC) in brain tissue, deuterated cocaine (d3COC) was used as an internal standard. Deuterated analogs routinely perform best as an internal standard as they have nearly identical chemical characteristics as their unlabeled counterparts. Applying an internal standard in this manner is shown in Chapter 4 to improve scan-to-scan reproducibility and calibration curve linearity for quantitative imaging applications.

Recently, an MSI experiment reported the quantitative tiotropium bromide distribution in lung tissue. The quantitative estimations were made based on calibration standards pipetted atop a control tissue slice and comparing the signal of the calibration standard to the positive sample. Spotting standards atop a tissue section may not accurately reflect the drug’s signal from within the tissue, as the analyte’s extraction efficiencies may vary. Also, comparing the signal from two separate tissue sections may be challenging due to differences in thickness, tissue composition, and matrix coating variations. These experiments, however, do show progress in the area of quantitative MSI, as the authors were able to produce a linear calibration curve from the spotted samples, from which they were able to determine a quantitative estimation of the administered drug.
Another recently published study by Murphy\textsuperscript{18} examined the relationship between MALDI MSI signal and lipid concentrations in brain tissue and succeeded in making relative quantitative comparisons between MSI and LC-MS results. However, these comparisons were not made before extensive signal normalization and baseline correction, indeed the authors concluded that MSI results are taken with caution due to the complex environment of direct tissue analysis.\textsuperscript{74}

To further improve MSI quantitation, normalizing the target analyte ion signal to an internal standard’s ion signal was suggested to improve quantitation and help identify tissue-specific ion suppression.\textsuperscript{85} Scan-by-scan normalization by a deuterated internal standard for MALDI MSI is shown to improve single reproducibility (Chapter 4), improve image quality and significantly improve the quantitative ability of MALDI MSI.\textsuperscript{47} The internal standard must have similar extraction, co-crystallization, and ionization properties as the target analyte for quantitation, thus a deuterated analog is an ideal option. The internal standard may be applied to the tissue in 3 ways: (1) apply a mixture of the internal standard and MALDI matrix to the tissue (2) apply an internal standard atop the tissue prior to applying the matrix\textsuperscript{73} and (3) apply the internal standard beneath the tissue sample prior to placing the tissue and applying the matrix. Applying the internal standard along with the matrix does not accurately reflect tissue-specific ion suppression, as the internal standard may not mimic the ionization efficiency of a target analyte being extracted and detected from the tissue, as shown in Chapter 3. Also, if the matrix is applied manually, there may be uneven matrix/internal standard application, resulting in unaccountable analyte to internal standard ratio differences. Applying an internal standard atop the sample may not accurately reflect the analyte
being extracted from within the tissue sample as the internal standard may reside atop the tissue. Applying the internal standard beneath the sample may best reflect the detected ion signal of the target analyte. Both analyte and internal standard must be extracted and co-crystallized from the tissue sample. This approach has been shown to help control for tissue variation as well as extraction differences from different tissue types, shown in Chapter 3. Lastly, due to the significant amount of signal variation in MALDI, the internal standard and analyte should be detected in the same analytical MS\textsuperscript{n} scan. Detecting the analyte and internal standard in separate MS scan has been shown to offer no quantitative advantage due to the signal variation from the MALDI process.\textsuperscript{47} For MS applications, this is easily done by detecting a mass range large enough to incorporate both ions; however, for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) applications a wide-isolation window must be utilized.\textsuperscript{47} From the structure of COC shown in Figure 2-1, the location of the deuterated label allows for differentiation between COC and d\textsubscript{3}COC when using MS/MS. By combining the advantages of a uniformly applied internal standard beneath a tissue sample with the specificity of wide-isolation MS/MS with scan-by-scan COC to d\textsubscript{3}COC normalization,\textsuperscript{47} absolute quantitative MSI was performed for the analysis of COC in a brain tissue section. These results were compared to LC-MS/MS and MALDI MS/MS results from tissue extracts of the same brain sample.

**Experimental**

**Chemicals**

Standards of COC (MW: 303) and d\textsubscript{3}COC (MW: 306) were purchased from Cerilant (Round Rock, TX, USA). Superfrost glass plus microscope slides and LC-grade methanol (MeOH), acetonitrile (ACN), and water (H\textsubscript{2}O) were purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Stainless steel microscope slides were purchased from Thermo Scientific (San Jose, CA, USA). For MSI analysis, working standards of COC and d₃COC were diluted to 10 ng/μL in ACN used for LC analysis and 10 ng/μL in 50/50 MeOH/ H₂O (v/v) used for MSI. Calibration standards of COC used for MALDI imaging were made to 0.030, 0.060, 0.13, 0.25, and 0.50 ng/μL in 50/50 ACN/H₂O (v/v) and 1 μL of each calibration standard were pipetted onto a stainless steel microscope slide prior to the d₃COC application. Tissue concentrations were estimated from the area of the detected signal and the thickness of the tissue, assuming the density of wet tissue is ~1.0 g/mL. The MALDI matrix 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) was purchased from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) and prepared to a concentration of 20 mg/mL in 70/30 MeOH/H₂O (v/v).

For LC, working standards of COC were prepared to 0.50 and 5.0 ng/μL and working standards of d₃COC were prepared to 0.50 ng/μL. Calibration standards were spiked into control brain tissue during tissue homogenization at concentrations of 50.0, 100, 200, 400, 1,000, and 2,000 ngCOC/g wet tissue and the internal standard was spiked at 40 ngd₃COC/g wet tissue.

**Tissue Preparation for MSI**

For quantitative MSI, calibration standards of COC in MeOH/H₂O were pipette onto a microscope slide and allowed to dry under ambient conditions. An Epson (Long Beach, CA, USA) Stylus R280 was used to apply 3 coats of the d₃COC in MeOH/H₂O to the microscope slides. Positive and negative control samples of the nucleus accumbens excised from the brain were provided by the El Paso County Coroner’s Office in Colorado Springs, CO. The nucleus accumbens was extracted during autopsy,
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C. Sectioning of the brain tissue was performed on a Microm HM 505E cryostat (Waldorf, Germany). Tissue was sliced at −25 °C to a thickness of 20 μm and thaw mounted onto the microscope slides previously coated with COC calibration standards and d₃COC. DHB was then applied to the tissue samples using the inkjet printer.⁷⁶

**MSI Quantitation**

For the MSI experiments, all mass spectrometric images were acquired with either a Synapt MALDI-Q-Ion Mobility (T-wave cell) Time of Flight (QTOF) equipped with a 200 Hz, 335 nm, Nd:YAG laser at a frequency of 200 Hz and spot diameter of 150 μm (Waters Corporation) or a MALDI LTQ XL equipped with a 60 Hz, 337 nm, nitrogen laser with a spot diameter of 100 μm (Thermo Corp. San Jose, CA, USA). The QTOF instrument was operated in MS/MS mode with the resolution of the quadrupole decreased to include the [M+H]⁺ ions of both COC (m/z 304) and d₃COC (m/z 307) prior to fragmentation through collisions with He. Sample slides were inserted into the vacuum chamber and rastered beneath the laser at a step size of 250 μm, with a laser spot size of 100 μm. Wide-isolation MS/MS spectra were summed from 200 laser shots at each raster step. For MS/MS imaging experiments on the LTQ, the isolation window centered at m/z 305.5 ± 3 to trap the [M+H]⁺ ions of both COC and d₃COC prior to fragmentation. Upon insertion of the samples into the vacuum chamber, the sample was rastered beneath the laser at a step size of 250 μm, with a laser spot size of 100 μm. Wide-isolation MS/MS spectra were collect using 8 laser shots at each raster step. The ions of interested were fragmented in both instruments by collision-induced dissociation (CID) and the fragments of each precursor ion were monitored; COC m/z
304→182 and d₃COC m/z 307→185. Resulting MS/MS data from the QTOF were processed using BioMap (Novartis, Basel, Switzerland) and images from the LTQ were processed with QualBrowser (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) and Surfer 8 (Golden, CO, USA). Normalized images were generated using the divide function in BioMap to generate COC/d₃COC (m/z 182/185) images. By plotting the ratio of m/z 182/185 versus position, normalized images from the LTQ were generated in Surfer 8 from data extracted from QualBrowser. For quantitative determinations of COC, a standard additions method analysis was performed utilizing the product ion ratio of COC/d₃COC from the spotted COC calibration standards beneath the positive tissue. Quantitation by external calibration was also performed with calibration standards spotted beneath a control tissue section and a quality control (QC) standard of COC (0.25 ng/µL) spotted beneath a positive tissue section to ensure ion signal was comparable between tissues. The resulting signal from the COC was compared to the calibration curve calculated from the control tissue. All quantitative MSI data was then compared to LC-MS/MS and MALDI-MS/MS data from extracts of the brain tissue.

**Tissue Extraction/Quantitation**

Nucleus accumbens samples were extracted using manual tissue homogenization and solid-phase extraction (SPE) according to the procedure published by Lowe et al. 79 Two 100 mg sections of the positive COC tissue samples were dissected and extracted. The extracts were compared to calibration sample extracts from 100 mg sections of the negative control sample. The total sample makeup was two positive samples, six calibration samples, and one negative control sample. Calibration samples were prepared at the concentrations previously stated and following SPE, the samples were
reconstituted in 100 μL of H₂O/ACN 90/10 (v/v). A 5-μL aliquot was taken for wide-isolation MALDI-MS/MS analysis. The remaining 95 μL of each sample was submitted for triplicate LC-MS/MS analysis on a Thermo Finnigan TSQ 7000 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (QqQ) equipped with an Agilent 1100 LC system (Santa Clara, CA, USA). Mobile phase A was composed of H₂O with 0.1% formic acid and mobile phase B was composed of ACN with 0.1% formic acid. A gradient LC program was utilized starting with 5 minutes of 10% B, then a ramp up to 90% over 8 minutes with a 3 minute hold at 90%, and re-equilibrated for 3 minutes at 10% B. A 5-μL aliquot of each extract were loaded onto the LC column followed by MS/MS analysis by positive-mode electrospray ionization (ESI) and multiple reaction monitoring for COC (m/z 304→182) and d₃COC (m/z 307→185) for quantitative analysis.

MALDI-MS/MS of the 5-μL aliquots was performed with a Thermo Scientific MALDI LTQ XL utilizing a wide-isolation window centered at m/z 305.5 ± 3 Da with scan-by-scan COC to d₃COC. From the 5-μL aliquot, 1 μL of each sample (2 positive samples, 6 calibration samples, and 1 negative control) was spotted in duplicate onto a glass plus microscope slide. 40 mg/mL of DHB dissolved in MeOH/H₂O 70/30 (v/v) was applied uniformly to the slide utilizing a Meinhard nebulizer (Golden, CO, USA) at a flow rate of 2.4 mL/min. Within each spotted sample, two areas of 50 MS scans were analyzed by MALDI-MS/MS with a step size of 200 μm, laser energy of 14 μJ, and 8 laser shots per step. This resulted in quadruplicate analysis of each sample. From each 50-scan MS/MS experiment, the extracted ion current for COC (m/z 304→182) and d₃COC (m/z 307→185) were plotted using data extracted to Microsoft Excel from QualBrowser.
From each MS/MS experiment, the ratio of \( m/z \) 182/185 was calculated, averaged, and used for quantitation.

**Results and Discussion**

For successful quantitation of COC from brain tissue by MSI, results from imaging experiments must be validated with quantitative results using accepted quantitative analytical techniques such as LC-MS/MS. Four requirements have been suggested\(^\text{86}\) for successful quantitation of small molecules by MALDI: a high repetition rate laser (for analysis with a QqQ), tandem MS (for increased selectivity), sample cleanup (for proper co-crystallization), and an internal standard (for increased precision). In these MSI experiments, these requirements were addressed by employing wide-isolation MS/MS imaging experiments that allow for scan-by-scan MS/MS ion signal normalization of the COC ion signal by the internal standard ion signal, \( d_3 \text{COC} \). With wide-isolation MS/MS, the advantages of MS/MS are preserved (improved selectivity and sensitivity) while also improving MALDI quantitation and ion signal reproducibility through the scan-by-scan normalization of the analyte to internal standard.\(^\text{47}\) Scan-by-scan ion signal normalization circumvents the need for a high repetition rate laser and has been shown to improve signal reproducibility five-fold (Chapter 2). Co-crystallization of the target analyte (COC) and internal standard (\( d_3 \text{COC} \)) has been enhanced by applying the MALDI matrix in a uniform manner with an inkjet printer.\(^\text{76}\) In MSI, co-crystallization of the target analytes can also be enhanced by improved extraction of the analyte from the tissue with the matrix solvent. Improving the extraction and co-crystallization of the target analytes can lead to improved sensitivity. In this study, we show extraction of spiked COC and \( d_3 \text{COC} \) from beneath the tissue; however, this extraction could be
further optimized by evaluating other matrix solvents and the effect of tissue thicknesses.

**Quantitative Detection of COC by MS/MS Imaging**

Adapting a wide-isolation MS/MS approach from the LTQ to the QTOF, allowed for simultaneous MS/MS detection of COC and d$_3$COC, as shown in Figure 2-2. For the QTOF, this was accomplished by decreasing the resolution of the resolving quadrupole to include both COC ($m/z$ 304) and d$_3$COC ($m/z$ 307) after CID, product ions from both are detected in the MS/MS spectrum (COC, $m/z$ 304→182; d$_3$COC, $m/z$ 307→185).

Prior to performing quantitative imaging on a tissue experiment, the instrumental parameters, laser energy (LE) and laser shots (LS) were optimized for wide-isolation MS/MS analysis of a mixture of COC and d$_3$COC. More important than the optimization of LE and LS, was the identification that the internal standard can account for signal variation arising from laser energy fluctuations. Ion signal can be altered with variations in both the number of LS and the amount of LE at each raster position. Plots of these changes are shown for varying LS and LE are shown in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4; respectively. Although the signal may change significantly with these changes in instrumental parameters, the detected A/I is preserved, indicating the d$_3$COC is similar in ionization behavior to that of COC.

The tissue imaging experimental setup for the quantitative detection of COC is illustrated in Figure 2-5. Calibration standards were spotted onto a MALDI target followed by the uniform application of the internal standard, d$_3$COC. Tissue is then placed over that standards and coated with MALDI matrix. Images and quantitative analysis were produced from either the intensity of $m/z$ 182 or the ratio of $m/z$ 182/185 intensity determined from the MS/MS spectrum, illustrated in Figure 2-6. The MS/MS
images of the product ion intensity of \( m/z \) 182 (Figure 2-6 A), the normalized COC/d\text{\textsubscript{3}}COC (\( m/z \) 182/185) image (Figure 2-6 C), and the corresponding standard additions plots (Figures 2-6 B and 2-6 D, respectively) were generated from the wide-isolation MS/MS experiment performed on the positive COC section of NA. Normalizing the COC/d\text{\textsubscript{3}}COC ion signal ratio for quantitative analysis improved the linear correlation coefficient (\( R^2 \)) while decreasing the width of the 95% confidence limits by a factor of two and decreasing the uncertainty in the best-fit slope from ±100\% to ±40\%. These improvements are a reflection of the improved ion signal reproducibility observed when monitoring the ion signal ratio of analyte to internal standard.

Analysis of three serial sections with the QTOF by standard additions, exemplified in Figure 2-6, yielded an average COC concentration of 240 ± 100 ng/g\text{tissue}. The improvements in calibration curve linearity and signal reproducibility from normalizing by the internal standard is attributed to an improvement in scan-to-scan reproducibility as well as controlling for extraction and ionization variability resulting from tissue makeup differences across the sample. Scan-to-scan signal variation and back extrapolation to the \( x \)-axis contribute significantly to the calculated error. Also, error in the calculated concentration of the spotted COC standards can affect the resulting quantitative COC determination. The calculated COC tissue concentration of standards relies on two assumptions: (1) the spotted COC is distributed evenly throughout the 20-\text{\textmu}m thick tissue section and (2) the diameter of the COC remains consistent for the calibration spots (minimal lateral diffusion). How evenly the spotted COC standard is distributed through the tissue has proven difficult to determine; however, shown in Figure 2-6 signal was detected in areas of the spotted COC standards indicating extraction. To estimate
this extractions, $d_3$COC signal detected from the tissue was 1–2% of the detected $d_3$COC signal from the slide alone. However, this reduction in ion signal may not correlate well to extraction efficiency due to ionization efficiency differences from the slide and tissue. Standards of COC could also be spotted atop the tissue; however, this also may not accurately reflect extraction efficiency of standards spotted beneath tissue as the spotted COC atop tissue may reside atop the tissue and not distribute evenly through the thickness of the tissue sample. Scan-by-scan normalization by a deuterated internal standard that has also been extracted through the tissue is the best method of signal normalization and quantitation, as the internal standard behaves similarly to the target analyte in terms of extraction, co-crystallization, and ionization efficiency.

Concentration of COC was also measured by comparing the COC/$d_3$COC signal ratio from the positive tissue to the spotted COC standards beneath a control section of tissue (external calibration). The resulting calibration plot with the MS/MS ion ratio of $m/z$ 182/185 is shown in Figure 2-7. The spotted concentration of the applied QC from the positive sample was determined to be ~4000 ng$_{COC}$/g$_{tissue}$. This concentration was determined from the area of the applied COC standard assuming even extraction into the 20-µm thick tissue. Calculating the concentration of the QC sample from calibration curve generated from the control tissue by using the $m/z$ 182/185 ion ratio averaged over the entire area of the QC COC spotted standard resulted in a calculated concentration of 4100 ± 400 ng$_{COC}$/g$_{tissue}$, indicating that the MS/MS ion signal ratios from the two tissues are comparable. This is important in quantitative MSI, as different tissue composition, variations in tissue thickness, inconsistent matrix application, and
uneven internal standard concentrations can all affect the detected ion signal. Four areas from the positive sample were integrated and compared to the calibration curve generated from the control tissue. This resulted in an average concentration of $\sim 400 \pm 50$ ng$_{\text{COC}}$/g$_{\text{tissue}}$. Error in calculation of the spotted COC standard concentrations in tissue may also contribute to error in the determined COC concentration from the positive sample, as stated previously.

The MSI results from the QTOF were compared to similar experiments performed on the LTQ. The same sample preparation protocol was followed and similar instrument settings were utilized, except that the isolation window on the LTQ was centered at $m/z$ 305.5 ± 3 AMU which allowed for trapping the [M+H]$^+$ ions of both COC and $d_3$COC simultaneously. An example of the resulting ratio MS/MS image of COC to $d_3$COC ($m/z$ 182/185) is shown in Figure 2-8A and the resulting standard additions plot in Figure 2-8B which yielded a COC concentration of 550 ± 1000 ng/g$_{\text{tissue}}$. The large error in the 95% confidence interval, compared to Figure 2-8B, is due to the high signal variation as well as the error in back extrapolation to the x-axis. However, we report fairly good linearity ($R^2 = 0.9853$) from the spiked calibration standards. Analysis of three serial sections by standard addition from the MSI experiments with the LTQ yielded an average concentration of 880 ± 300 ng/g$_{\text{tissue}}$. A summary of the MSI analyses from both the LTQ and QTOF is shown in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2, respectively.

The MS/MS images from the LTQ were similar to those obtained with the QTOF; however, a significantly large amount of error was observed in these measurements. The differences in error between the two instruments may be attributed primarily to the
ion source. MSI analysis with the QTOF was performed with a significantly more powerful solid state 200 Hz, frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser fired 200 times at each raster step. This resulted in nearly complete ablation of the 20-μm thick sample, resulting in all the tissue ablated and analyzed as indicated by the visual ablation of tissue at each raster position. MSI analysis with the LTQ equipped with a 60 Hz, nitrogen laser on the LTQ and was fired only 8 times per raster step and, resulted in no visible damage to the tissue after MSI analysis and indicated a thin layer of sample was interrogated. More laser shots and energy could not be used on the LTQ for numerous reasons. Since the LTQ is an ion trap, space-charging within the trap is always a limitation; however, previous experiments in our lab have shown this effect to be minimal when employing MS/MS and can further be reduced by employing “injection waveforms” which selectively inject ions into the trap based on the mass range of analysis. Another reason is the inability to sum spectra over hundreds of laser shots in a practical manner. Summing spectra with TOF instruments is routinely performed to increase ion signal and reduce background noise; however, the lower repetition rate of the LTQ laser combined with a slower scan speed of the ion trap inhibit this summing ability. The last and arguably the most limiting factor limiting the sample size consumption on the LTQ is the ablation of the MALDI matrix. Previous analysis in our lab, has shown that a limit exists on the number of analyses which can be performed on a given tissue with matrix applied66. As the matrix is ablated away, ion signal is decreased significantly over subsequent analyses. More MALDI matrix can be applied and ion signal restored; however, this is not a practical experiment for tissue imaging. This effect was not observed with the QTOF instrument as the spectra were summed
from the 200 laser shots at each raster position and subsequent analysis was impossible due to the complete ablation of the sample

**LC and MALDI Quantitation From Tissue Extracts**

Sections of the nucleus accumbens (~100 mg) were dissected and extracted according the procedures previously outlined. The extracts were analyzed by both MALDI wide-isolation MS/MS with scan-by-scan COC to d$_3$COC normalization and LC-MS/MS with a QqQ. MALDI has been previously employed successfully to quantify small molecules$^{41, 42, 78, 84}$; however, these experiments were not performed with scan-by-scan normalization of the analyte and internal standard signal. Employing wide-isolation MS/MS for analysis of the tissue extracts with scan-by-scan COC to d$_3$COC normalization on the LTQ resulted in a significant improvement in signal reproducibility for each calibration standard. The average relative standard deviation (RSD) of the 50 MS/MS scans for the sample spots analyzed was 45% for COC (m/z 182) ion intensity. By normalizing the COC intensity of each MS/MS scan by the d$_3$COC signal (m/z 185), the average RSD was reduced to 17% across the spotted tissue extracts. We have previously shown this signal variation in both the COC and COC/d$_3$COC ion signal is primarily due to matrix crystal differences across the area of the sample being analyzed, shown in Chapter 4.

Table 2-3 compares the analytical performance of MALDI wide-isolation MS/MS to LC-MS/MS of the same tissue extracts as well as the quantitative values determined via MSI. It is informative to compare MALDI quantitative results (MSI and tissue extracts) to LC-MS/MS experiments with MRM from a QqQ, as this is a well characterized quantitative analytical method. An example of the LC-MS/MS chromatogram employing MRM is shown in Figure 2-9. The calibration curves produced form the two
experiments are shown in Figure 2-10. A nearly ideal slope (~1.0) was observed from the LC-MS/MS experiment, indicating a linear instrument response factor to increasing analyte concentration. The deviation of the slope from 1.0 with MALDI may be attributed to background signal from the matrix or interfering compounds from the extracts, since no chromatographic method was used prior to MS analysis of the extracts. Another factor contributing to the non-unity slope with MALDI may be the varying matrix to analyte ratio (M/A) of the analyte within the calibration standard concentrations. Varying the M/A ratio has been previously shown to have non-linear effects on ion signal across a broad range of concentrations. This effect was evaluated by applying different amounts of matrix to the samples, as shown in Figure 2-11. The amount of matrix could not be precisely determined due to spray-coating; however, the time for spray-coating was doubled from 30 seconds to one minute and double again to two minutes to increase the amount of DHB applied. This resulted in a calibration curve differences attributed to varying M/A of the calibration standards of COC. There appears to be an optimal range of the M/A ratio to produce adequate quantitative results. Standardizing the matrix application with automated matrix addition instruments (e.g., and inkjet printer or Bruker ImagePrep) would allow for a more reproducible matrix addition in a uniform manner. More importantly, using the best linear MALDI calibration curve, COC concentration from the tissue extracts with MALDI-MS/MS were similar to concentrations (within error) of COC from the brain samples determined by LC-MS/MS.

Including spotting the samples (two spots of 1 µL) and quadruplicate MALDI-MS/MS analysis of each scan, the total experiment time was less than 1 hr. Comparing
this to LC-MS/MS experiments, the LC gradient for each sample was 18 min with a total triplicate analysis time of ~13 hr including the analysis of solvent blanks to determine carryover. The total sample size for each MALDI analysis was 2 µL of the tissue extract compared to the 15 µL injection volume for LC (triplicate analysis of 5 µL each). There is also a significant reduction in solvent use for MALDI analysis since the LC separation step is avoided. Improvements in MALDI sensitivity for the tissue extract could also be gained by reducing the reconstitution volume of the tissue extracts as well as reducing the area of the spotted extract solution on the MALDI target, both leading to a greater concentration of the analyte per area for analysis by MALDI.

The quantitative results from the MSI experiments are compared to the LC-MS/MS results for the tissue extracts is also shown in Table 2-3. The quantitative MSI results compare favorably to analysis by LC specifically MSI quantitation by a standard addition method. The error in quantitative MSI results were significantly larger, which is to be expected when performing direct tissue analysis with no sample cleanup. However, normalizing the wide-isolation MS/MS to the internal standard signal led to significant improvements in quantitative performance. These results show a significant improvement in quantitative MSI, which may lead to the use of the technique for relative or absolute quantitative determinations, particularly for whole body imaging studies.

**Conclusions Of Quantitative MSI**

Here we have improved quantitative MSI by incorporating a uniformly applied internal standard combined with scan-by-scan COC and d₃COC ion signal normalization. This approach overcomes the challenges associated with quantitative MALDI by accounting for significant ion signal variability. For MSI, employing an
internal standard applied beneath a tissue sample for MSI not only improved quantitation but may also identify instances of tissue-specific ion suppression resulting from either poor analyte extraction or ionization. This may lead to conclusive MS images providing valuable information about a particular ion’s distribution in a specific organ or entire body without the need for further analysis. These techniques are applicable to numerous types of analysis, but may be most useful in the area of pharmaceutical development specifically for determining a new drug and its metabolites’ distribution in a whole-body sample with the specificity advantages of MS. Further development of quantitative MSI would allow the technique to be used universally for physiological and pharmaceutical determinations.

Employing an internal standard not only allowed for quantitative MSI, but quantitative MALDI analysis of tissue extracts as well. Analysis with MALDI MS/MS reduced the analysis time from 13 hr to 1 hr, a significant reduction in analysis time per sample. In some instances, MALDI with wide-isolation MS/MS could replace LC-MS/MS analysis with little reduction in analytical performance.
Figure 2-1. Structure of cocaine and the two main product ions observed in the MS/MS spectrum. The site of the deuterium label is circled and is preserved after fragmentation allowing for discrimination of the labeled versus unlabeled standard.
Figure 2-2. Wide-isolation MS/MS spectra of COC and d₃COC analyzed by the LTQ A) and QTOF (B) instruments. The main product ions preserve the deuterated label allowing for differentiation of the COC and d₃COC in a single MS/MS spectrum. The ratio of m/z 182/185 was calculated at each image position and used for quantitation and MS images.
Figure 2-3. Optimization of LS with constant LE using wide-isolation MS/MS. A) Intensity of COC and \(d_3\)COC with varying laser shots. B) Ratio of COC/\(d_3\)COC (m/z 182/185) with varying LS. With significantly changing signal, the detected A/I ratio is preserved.
Figure 2-4. Optimization of LE with 4 LS using wide-isolation MS/MS. (A) Intensity of COC and $d_3$COC with varying LE. (B) Ratio of COC/$d_3$COC ($m/z$ 182/185) with varying LE. With significantly changing signal, the detected A/I ratio is preserved.
Figure 2-5. Experimental setup for quantitative imaging. Standards are pipette first and allowed to dry, followed by the uniform application of the internal standard via inkjet printing. Thin tissue sections are placed atop the standards followed by MALDI matrix.
Figure 2-6. Wide-isolation MS/MS imaging experiment for the quantitative analysis of COC from nucleus accumbens. A, C) Ion intensity of m/z 182 and the ratio of m/z 182/185 (C) were used to generate MS/MS images. Calibration spots increase in concentration from 200 (spot 5) to 2200 ng/g tissue (spot 1). B, D) The corresponding standard addition plots for quantitation with m/z 182 ion intensity and the ratio of m/z 182/185 are shown, respectively. Normalization to the d₃-COC improved the linearity and error of the calibration plot, leading to improved quantitative estimation of COC in the tissue. Confidence bands are calculated from the 95% confidence interval and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean.
Figure 2-7. Normalized calibration plot produced from COC spotted beneath a control section of brain tissue. Product ion signal ratio \((m/z\ 182/185)\) from the positive sample was compared to the curve to estimate the concentration of COC. The QC sample served as a means to ensure the signal between the two tissues was comparable. The calculated concentration of the QC sample from the calibration curve was within 5% of the spotted concentration. Error bars represent the standard error from the variation in the ~40 MS/MS spectra averaged for each calibration point.
Figure 2-8. Product ion ratio image generated from wide-isolation MS/MS (A) from MSI experiment performed on the LTQ. The corresponding standard additions plot is shown in (B). From this wide-isolation MS/MS experiment, the concentration of COC was calculated to be 550 ng/g tissue.
Figure 2-9. Sample LC extracted ion chromatogram of COC (A) and d$_3$COC (B). Chromatograms were plotted from monitoring the transition of 304$\rightarrow$182 for COC (C) and 307$\rightarrow$185 for d$_3$COC (D) by SIM.
Figure 2-10. Calibration curves of the tissue extracts used to quantify COC in the nucleus accumbens determined by LC-MS/MS (A) and wide-isolation MALDI MS/MS on the LTQ (B). Analysis by MALDI MS/MS resulted in comparable COC concentrations to that of the LC-MS/MS experiment.
Figure 2-11. Calibration plots of the product ion signal ratio with different amounts of DHB applied to the tissue extracts analyzed by wide-isolation MS/MS on the LTQ. Since DHB was spray coated, the amount of DHB applied was varied by time sprayed atop the spotted extracts. Non-linear increases in the ratio of COC/d3COC are observed with a non-ideal M/A ratio.
Table 2-1. Summary of calibration plots and cocaine concentration determined by MALDI MSI analysis with the LTQ. Concentrations were determined by standard additions analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Line equation (y=)</th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
<th>Cocaine (ng/g\text{tissue}) ± 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>((0.00027 \pm 0.00002)x + (0.29 \pm 0.05))</td>
<td>0.9853</td>
<td>550 ±1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>((0.00055 \pm 0.00002)x + (0.30 \pm 0.17))</td>
<td>0.9979</td>
<td>1000 ± 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>((0.00027 \pm 0.00002)x + (0.16 \pm 0.01))</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
<td>1100 ± 400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-2. Summary of calibration plots and cocaine concentration determined by MALDI MSI analysis with the QTOF. Concentrations were determined by both standard additions and external calibration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Line equation (y=)</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Cocaine (ng/g$_{tissue}$) ± 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(0.00019 \pm 0.00004)x + (0.071 \pm 0.017)$</td>
<td>0.9993</td>
<td>$370 \pm 300$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$(0.00055 \pm 0.00003)x + (0.096 \pm 0.003)$</td>
<td>0.9931</td>
<td>$170 \pm 150$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$(0.00104 \pm 0.00003)x + (0.194 \pm 0.034)$</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
<td>$190 \pm 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External standard</td>
<td>$(0.00015 \pm 0.00001)x + (0.016 \pm 0.018)$</td>
<td>0.9922</td>
<td>$400 \pm 50$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-3. Tissue COC concentrations determined by various analytical methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Cocaine Concentration (ng/g tissue)</th>
<th>Std Deviation of Replicates (ng/g tissue)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LC-MS/MS of Extracts¹</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALDI MS/MS of Extracts¹</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTOF Standard Additions</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTQ Standard Additions</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Calibration QTOF</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>880</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>415</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Extracts consisted of two homogenized sections of the brain, analyzed in triplicate.
CHAPTER 3
USING AN INTERNAL STANDARD TO IDENTIFY TISSUE-SPECIFIC ION SIGNAL VARIATION IN MALDI MASS SPECTROMETRIC IMAGING

Introduction To Tissue-Specific Ion Signal Variation

The ability of mass spectrometric imaging (MSI) techniques to generate analyte-specific distribution maps is becoming a useful tool in the identification of new pharmaceutical candidates. Direct tissue analysis by matrix-assisted laser/desorption (MALDI) coupled with mass spectrometry (MS) provides molecular composition analysis directly from a tissue section. By employing multiple stages of MS, analyte specificity is further enhanced and can allow improved drug and metabolite imaging capabilities. Earlier imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance spectroscopy imaging\textsuperscript{87} (MRI) or positron emission tomography\textsuperscript{62} (PET) can be used to image a compound's distribution throughout a tissue or even an entire animal. These techniques, however; lack the chemical specificity to differentiate between the parent drug and its metabolites, since the labels attached to the drug may or may not be preserved through metabolism. This lack of chemical specificity necessitates the need for further characterization, usually by tissue extraction and chromatography coupled with MS\textsuperscript{n}, ultimately resulting in the nearly complete loss of spatial information. These methods can also be time consuming and cost prohibitive, especially if the use of radioactive labels is necessary. MSI however, provides a label-free, direct tissue analysis of the molecular makeup of a tissue sample which can be targeted (tandem MS imaging) or untargeted (full-scan MS imaging). Both endogenous and exogenous compounds can be analyzed and compared between tissue samples such as a comparing disease and normal states\textsuperscript{8,19,72,73,88–92} or determining the distribution of pharmaceuticals.\textsuperscript{71–73,90}
MALDI-based MSI does, however, have limitations. Inherently, MALDI is a poor quantitative ionization source, although with an appropriate internal standard, adequate quantitative results can be obtained, as shown in Chapter 2.\textsuperscript{41, 42, 47, 84} The poor quantitative ability is generally attributed to poor ion signal reproducibility resulting from heterogeneous matrix crystallization, sample variation, and laser energy fluctuation.\textsuperscript{39} MALDI signal variability leads to a source of ion signal irreproducibility in MSI applications, thus limiting the quantitative ability of MSI. The MALDI matrix must be applied in a manner that minimizes crystal size while enhancing extraction and co-crystallization of the target analyte from the tissue and into the matrix. To minimize crystal growth, rapidly evaporating solvents may be used; however; this can limit extraction and co-crystallization. Aside from matrix crystal variability, the wide variety in the tissue types may also have major effects on the detected ion signal, especially for whole-body imaging applications. Variation between tissue types can lead to unaccountable differences in analyte extraction and ionization efficiency leading to differences in ion signal.\textsuperscript{73} This effect was exemplified in the MSI analysis of a whole-body sample for the distribution of administered olanzapine (OLZ) and its metabolites\textsuperscript{72}. These experiments produced remarkable images of the distribution of OLZ related compounds, but it was impossible to discern whether increases in MS signal directly corresponded to increases in concentration without further analysis, or what Stoeckli et al. has termed “tissue-specific ionization efficiency calibration” in his discussion of ion suppression effects in MSI.\textsuperscript{73} Stoeckli, et al. address tissue-dependent ion signal variation in experiments by coating a solution containing the target compound over a whole-body section using a pneumatic sprayer until the tissue sample was completely
wetted (and the compound presumably incorporated into the tissue), followed by MSI. From the MSI data, ionization differences were determined between tissue types and these were used to normalize images from previous experiments. Areas of ion suppression were observed and accounted for by this approach; however, the application of the compound atop the tissue may not accurately reflect detecting the compound from within the tissue. These experiments did provide an excellent example of the ion suppression effect, and may lead to protocols for applications of quantitative MSI.

An alternative to identifying tissue-specific ionization variability, as described above would be to apply a uniform layer of a deuterated labeled compound, to be used as an internal standard, across the MALDI target prior to placing the tissue sample on the target for MSI analysis. Utilizing an internal standard in this manner has led to improved quantitative MALDI MSI on tissues and standards by generating and analyzing analyte-to-internal standard ratio images. Applying the internal standard with an inkjet printer resulted in improvements both ion signal reproducibility and MS/MS images, shown in Chapter 4. Two requirements for using an internal standard in MSI are that the internal standard must be applied uniformly and the analyte and internal standard are detected in a single analytical MS\textsuperscript{n} scan. This allows for scan-by-scan normalization of the resulting images and has been shown to improve quantitation and ion signal reproducibility (Chapter 2). Alternate MS/MS scan approaches have been shown to yield minimal improvements on ion signal reproducibility, and typically do not lead to improvements in quantitation.\textsuperscript{47} In order to detect both the analyte and internal standard in a single MS/MS scan, a wide-isolation or multi-isolation approach must be
used.\textsuperscript{47} Wide-isolation MS/MS is a simpler approach, typically requiring re-centering and expansion of the mass isolation window of the ion trap or lowering the resolution of a quadrupole (for hybrid quadruple-time of flight instruments). To utilize wide-isolation MS/MS, the deuterated label attached to the analyte must remain in the product ion. The other requirement for an internal standard is that internal standard must be as chemically similar as possible to the target analyte.

In this study, acetyl-d$_3$-carnitine (d$_3$AC) was utilized as an internal standard for the quantitative detection of acetyl-l-carnitine (AC) from piglet brain tissue and for the identification of tissue-specific ionization differences. The structure of AC is shown in Figure 3-1 with the location of the deuterated label circled. The deuterated label is preserved after fragmentation allowing for wide-isolation MS/MS. d$_3$AC was first evaluated as an appropriate internal standard for improving MSI results when employing wide-isolation MS/MS. Optimal cutting temperature compound (OTC), a well-known ion suppressant,\textsuperscript{93} was utilized to generate a controlled area of ion suppression. Multiple tissue types were also analyzed for the detection of spiked AC to determine if analyzing the ratio of d$_3$AC and AC could account for instances ion suppression.

**Materials and Methods**

**Chemicals**

AC and d$_3$AC were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Superfrost glass plus microscope slides and LC-grade methanol, ethanol, water, and chloroform were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Stainless steel microscope slides were purchased from Thermo Scientific (San Jose, CA). Optimal cutting temperature compound was provided by the EM Laboratory at the University of Florida. Working calibration standards of AC were diluted in 50/50 v/v methanol/water (v/v) at
concentrations of 0.10, 0.20, 0.040, 0.60, 0.80 and 1.0 ng/µL. d₃AC was diluted in 50/50 methanol/water (v/v) at a concentration of 10 ng/µL. An Epson Stylus R280 (Long Beach, CA) inkjet printer was used to apply d₃AC and AC to microscope slides. 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) was purchased from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) and prepared at a concentration of 20 mg/mL in 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v).

**Tissue Preparation**

For analysis of AC, piglet brain tissue was provided by Dr. Peggy Borum’s lab from the Food Science and Human Nutrition Department at the University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) and stored at −80 °C. During excision, the brain was dissected into hemispheres along the center sagittal plane and then along the coronal plane resulting in half of a hemisphere dissected into the frontal lobe and parietal/occipital lobe. The second cut was performed to reduce tissue sample size, allowing for simpler sectioning; the frontal lobe was used for analysis. Piglet brain tissue was utilized for the quantitative analysis of endogenous AC using a standard additions method. The internal standard, d₃AC, was utilized to identify tissue-specific ionization differences. Brain, liver, testes, kidney, and heart from Sprague-Dawley rats were provided by Dr. Dieter Drexler at Bristol Meyer Squibb (Wallingford, CT, USA) and stored at −80 °C. Transverse sections of each tissue were applied to microscope slides spotted with AC and d₃AC. These tissues were used to mimic a whole-body imaging experiment. One section of each tissue was placed on one pre-coated microscope slide and the detected AC and d₃AC signals were compared.

Sectioning of the brain tissue was performed on a Microm HM 505E cryostat (Waldorf, Germany). Tissue was sliced at −25 °C to a thickness of 20 µm and thaw
mounted onto the previously coated microscope slide with d<sub>3</sub>AC and stored at −80 °C. To minimize condensation, the tissue and slide were first warmed to room temperature in a vacuum dessicator for ~30 minutes, then DHB was applied with a Meinhard nebulizer (Golden, CO) at a flow rate of 2.4 mL/min.

**Ion Suppression Studies with Standards and Tissue**

Prior to performing ion suppression studies, the method of applying the internal standard was evaluated. Internal standards can be mixed with the MALDI matrix prior the matrix application step or they can be applied separately, either beneath (shown in Chapter 2) or atop a tissue sample. To evaluate this, 1 ng/µL of AC was applied to a microscope slide using an inkjet printer. One mL of 10 ng/µL d<sub>3</sub>AC was added to 10 mL of 20 mg/mL DHB. The mixture was then spray-coated atop the applied AC. This was compared to a glass microscope slide on which both AC and d<sub>3</sub>AC were first applied separately with an inkjet printer, followed by the application of DHB. Wide-isolation MS/MS imaging centered at m/z 205.5 ± 3 AMU was performed on 2 mm squares of the applied standards. Images were then generated using the product ion intensity of m/z 145 and m/z 148. Previous MS/MS studies using a 1 AMU isolation window across the m/z range 202–209 have shown that the product ions m/z 145 and m/z 148 almost exclusively arise from the precursor ions m/z 204 and m/z 207, corresponding to AC and d<sub>3</sub>AC, respectively.

To determine if an internal standard could identify and account for areas of ion suppression, controlled experiments mimicking areas of ion suppression were created with a well-known ion suppresser, OCT. First, 1 µL of a 1% solution of OCT was spotted onto a microscope slide followed by the addition of a 1:2 mixture of AC: d<sub>3</sub>AC.
(v/v) by the inkjet printer. DHB was then applied via pneumatic spray-coating, and both MS and wide-isolation MS/MS analyses were performed covering the entire OCT spot.

For multiple tissue analysis, 1 µL spots of a 1:2 mixture of AC: d3AC (v/v) was applied atop a microscope slide. Brain, liver, testes, kidney, and heart sections were each placed over one of the spots. One spot was left uncovered and analyzed as a standard to determine the detected m/z 145/148 ratio. DHB was spray coated over the entire slide and each tissue was analyzed via wide-isolation MS/MS.

Finally, the distribution of AC was determined in a coronal section of piglet brain tissue. Calibration standards of AC were first applied to a glass slide (1 µL) with a micropipette and allowed to dry. d3AC was then applied covering the entire slide via an inkjet printer. Coronal sections of piglet brain tissue were then sectioned to 20 µm and thaw-mounted atop the calibration standards.

**Instrumentation**

For the MSI experiments of AC in piglet brain tissue, all mass spectra were acquired with a Synapt MALDI-Q-Ion Mobility (T-wave cell) Time of Flight (QTOF) equipped with a 200 Hz, 335 nm, Nd:YAG laser at a frequency of 200 Hz and spot diameter of 150 µm (Waters Corporation). The QTOF instrument was operated in MS mode. All experiments evaluating ion suppression were performed on a MALDI LTQ XL equipped with a 20 Hz, 337 nm, N2 laser with a spot size of 100 µm (Thermo Corp. San Jose, CA). For MS/MS imaging experiments on the LTQ, a 6 AMU wide-isolation window centered at m/z 205.5 The compounds were fragmented in both instruments using collision induced dissociation and the fragments of each compounds were monitored; AC m/z 204→145 and d3AC m/z 207→148. Sample slides were inserted
into the vacuum chamber and rastered beneath the laser at a step size of 100 μm.

Resulting data from the QTOF were processed using BioMap (Novartis, Basel, Switzerland) and images from the LTQ were processed with QualBrowser (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) and Surfer 8 (Golden, CO, USA). BioMap was utilized to generate internal standard normalized images with the ‘divide’ function built into the software. Normalized images from the LTQ were generated in Surfer 8 from extracted data. For quantitative determinations of endogenous AC, a standard additions method analysis was performed utilizing the signal from the spotted calibration standards and the uniformly applied internal standard. For ion suppression determinations, the product ion intensities of \( m/z \) 145, \( m/z \) 148, and the ratio of \( m/z \) 145/148 were analyzed.

**Discussion**

**Internal Standard Application**

Prior to evaluated tissue-dependent ion signal variation, methods for the application of the internal standard d\(_3\)AC were evaluated. It has previously been shown that scan-by-scan normalization with wide-isolation MS/MS spectra of AC by d\(_3\)AC resulted in significant improvements in ion signal reproducibility, calibration curve linearity and image quality (Chapter 2 and 4). To evaluate the methods of applying d\(_3\)AC for imaging studies, the d\(_3\)AC was applied separately and combined with the MALDI matrix. Wide-isolation MS/MS was performed over a 10 X 10 raster step square (100 scans with a 200 μm step size) on the applied standards. For normalized images, each MS/MS scan, the intensity of \( m/z \) 145 was divided by the intensity of \( m/z \) 148 for each MS/MS scan. The mean-centered results are plotted in Figure 3-2. Figures 3-2 A–C plot the ion intensity image generated from \( m/z \) 145, \( m/z \) 148, and \( m/z \) 145/148.
when applying the $d_3$AC mixed with the matrix. The average variation in product ion intensity (defined as the % relative standard deviation of the detected ion signal) was 57% for $m/z$ 145, 54% for $m/z$ 148, and 60% for $m/z$ 145/148. The lack of improvement in image quality and signal variation indicates that applying the internal standard with the matrix does not lead to improved analytical performance. This may be due to differences in co-crystallization between the AC and $d_3$AC with the DHB. Figures 3-2D–F plot the ion intensity image generated from $m/z$ 145, $m/z$ 148, and $m/z$ 145/148 when applying the $d_3$AC separate from the matrix and AC. This signal intensity patterns in Figures 3-2D and 3-2E are very similar to each to other, and the normalized image in Figure 3-2F resulted in a relatively smooth ion product images. The % relative signal deviation (%RSD) in product ion intensity was 42% for $m/z$ 145, 41% for $m/z$ 148 and 8% for $m/z$ 145/148, indicating the application of the internal standard separate from the matrix solution is superior. Both the AC and $d_3$AC appear to co-crystallize with the MALDI matrix in a similar manner, indicated by the similar pattern observed in Figure 3-2D and 3-2E. It is unlikely the exact pattern was replicated by the inkjet printer multiple times and is due more likely to differences in crystallization of the DHB. From these results, it was concluded that the internal standard be added separately from the MALDI matrix for all further experiments.

**Ion Suppression with Standards**

To determine if an internal standard could help identify and account for areas of ion suppression, analysis of AC and $d_3$AC was performed using OCT as an ion suppressant. MSI was performed over spots of applied OCT (1 mm across), AC and $d_3$AC (3 mm across) in MS and wide-isolation MS/MS mode. Images from the MSI experiments utilizing MS are shown in Figure 3-3. Three methods of image
normalization reported in the literature were compared, including normalizing the analyte signal to the matrix signal, the analyte signal to the total ion current (TIC), and the analyte signal to an externally applied internal standard. These results, compare images produced using the ion intensity of the compound of interest (Figure 3-3 A–C) to different methods of normalization (Figure 3-3 D–F). The area of the spotted OCT is clearly visible from plotting m/z 332, which corresponds to the additive benzyl alkonium chloride (Figure 3-3A). Areas of ion suppression resulting from OCT are shown in the MS images of AC and d3AC. Both AC and d3AC (Figure 3-3B and 3-3C, respectively) were applied atop the slide homogeneously with an inkjet printer, which should lead to uniform signal distribution throughout the area analyzed; however, the presence of OCT results in drastic signal reduction. Without prior knowledge of ion suppression, one may conclude an uneven distribution of AC using the ion intensity alone. These areas of ion suppression are not fully identified when normalizing AC signal to the TIC (Figure 3-3D) or to the matrix (Figure 3-3E). These normalization methods still produce images showing uneven AC signal distribution, although normalization by the TIC is more successful than normalization by the matrix. Normalizing to the d3AC, however, does result in an image showing nearly uniform distribution of AC; the demonstrates that normalizing to the internal standard (which has nearly identical chemical properties as the target analyte) can successfully correct for ion suppression.

**Tissue-Specific Ion Signal Variability**

To test whether normalizing images by an internal standard can be used with tissue analysis to identify tissue–specific ion suppression, multiple tissue types were sectioned and applied atop a pipetted spot of a 1:2 mixture of AC and d3AC. Shown in Fig 3-4A is a photograph of the slide with tissues outlined and identified. A black spot
was applied to the backside of the slide to mark where the spots of AC/d$_3$AC were applied. For analysis by wide-isolation MSI, a rectangle was drawn surround the applied AC/d$_3$AC and analyzed using a 100–μm step size. The resulting data were extracted into Excel for ratio determination and Surfer was used to produce the MS/MS images. MS/MS images of AC from the spots applied beneath the brain and liver sections are shown in Figure 3-4B and 3-4D, respectively. The ion intensity of $m/z$ 145 shows a 90% reduction in the liver section compared to the brain section. This signal reduction could result from either poor extraction or ion suppression from an endogenous compound in the liver tissue; however, we were unable to make a definite conclusion on which effect was dominant.

A summary of the analysis of all the tissues is shown in Figure 3-5, which plots the summed intensity covering the entire AC/d$_3$AC spot. The histogram has been scaled to the maximum signal or ratio detected across the tissue types for basis of comparison. Tissue-specific signal attenuation is observed significantly in both the liver and kidney and as well as slightly in the testes. As stated previously, the cause of the signal decrease cannot be determined, but analyzing the data using only the ion intensity would lead to an incorrect conclusion that there is a lower concentration of AC in these tissues. After scan-by-scan normalization with the d$_3$AC internal standard, the detected AC/d$_3$AC ratios from tissue-to-tissue varied ±13% RSD. Clearly, using an isotopically labeled internal standard is critical for a comparison of the endogenous concentration of AC between the tissue types.

Apart from creating known instances of ion suppression or tissue–specific signal variation, this phenomenon was also observed in experiments designed to quantify AC
in a coronal section of piglet brain tissue. These data were taken using a QTOF instrument. Figure 3-6 A plots the MS intensity of \(m/z\) 204 corresponding to the molecular ion of AC. A clear difference between the signal in white and grey matter is observed (lower signal was observed in the white matter). Calibration spots were applied beneath the tissue section and are also visible in the MS image. Figure 3-6B is the MS image of the \(d_3\)AC internal standard, which was uniformly applied beneath the tissue by an inkjet printer. A distinct reduction in signal is also observed in white compared to grey matter, even though the \(d_3\)AC was applied uniformly observed in Figure 3-6B. This suggests the difference in the AC signal may not reflect differences in the AC concentration, but rather variations in either extraction or ionization efficiency.

Analyzing the ratio of AC/\(d_3\)AC (Figure 3-6C) gives a better indication of the distribution of AC, between grey and white matter in this sample by accounting for spot-to-spot signal variation, ionization variability and extraction differences, shown in Figure 3-6C. Furthermore, comparison of the calibration curves generated from the MSI experiment show a dramatic improvement in linearity when performing scan-by-scan normalization to the deuterated internal standard, Figure 3-7 (intensity of \(m/z\) 204) and Figure 3-8 (ratio of \(m/z\) 204/207). A dramatic improvement in calibration curve linearity and precision is observed from the \(m/z\) 204/207 ratio plot compared to the plot generated from the intensity of \(m/z\) 204 alone.

Although it is not possible to determine which factor, extraction or ionization, is the dominant source of signal variation, it could well be a combination of the two. For protein analysis, multiple washing steps are routinely performed to remove the majority of the lipids prior to MSI, because they tend to suppress protein ion signals Such
washes are not typically performed for small molecule MSI due to the solubility of small molecules in washing solutions, which may result in analyte migration or loss. Differences in the amount of lipids and salts in various tissue types as well as within a single tissue may also create significant differences in the extractability of a particular compound. The extraction can be optimizing for each tissue type; however, within certain tissues such as brain, there may be regional variations, as between grey and white matter. A single tissue type may vary significantly on the millimeter scale and applying this across multiple tissue types, these effects can be exacerbated. Applying an internal standard, preferably a deuterated analog, may help control for these extraction and ionization issues, which limit otherwise limit the potential for quantitative MSI.

**Conclusions To Ion-Specific Ion Suppression**

These results demonstrate that performing an MSI experiment without an internal standard may lead to inaccurate conclusions about a particular compound’s distribution within a tissue and more so across multiple tissue types, i.e., in a whole-body MSI experiment. Applying an internal standard corrected for tissue-specific signal variability resulting from either ion suppression or analyte extraction. The methods developed overcome these tissue-specific variations leading to more conclusive results about concentration differences in a given sample. The ability to quantitatively map a drugs time resolved distribution throughout an organ or entire animal could provide invaluable information about a drug’s efficacy. Unique determinations could also be made about metabolites distribution and possibly changes these compounds are inducing on the endogenous compounds present in the sample, i.e. metabolites, lipids, and proteins.
Figure 3-1. Structure of AC and the three main product ions observed in the MS/MS spectrum. The site of the deuterium label is circled and is preserved on the 145 product ion after fragmentation allowing for discrimination of the labeled versus unlabeled standard.
Figure 3-2. MS/MS images comparing the application of the internal standard d\textsubscript{3}AC. d\textsubscript{3}AC was mixed with the MALDI matrix solution and spray coated atop AC, which was applied with an inkjet printer (A–C). This was compared to applying AC and d\textsubscript{3}AC separately (D–F) with the inkjet printer, then spray-coating the MALDI matrix solution atop. Images were generated from the intensity of the product ions m/z 145 and m/z 148 (A, B, D, E) compared to normalizing the intensity of AC by d\textsubscript{3}AC at each raster step. The intensities are mean-centered. Thus, the average intensity is 0, and the intensities vary from −1 (zero absolute intensity) to +1 (2 times the average intensity).
Figure 3-3. MS images of AC mixed with d₃AC (each ~3 mm across) applied atop a spot of OCT (~1 mm across) (A). Ion suppression is visible in MS images for AC and d₃AC (B,C). Multiple methods of normalization are compared in D–F. The MS image for AC should appear uniform resulting for the uniform application. This is produced only by normalizing to the internal standard. The color scales for A-C are determined from the plotted ion intensity values. The color scales for D-F are determined from the ratio of the m/z 204 to the respective value.
Figure 3-4. Multiple tissue analysis of AC ion signal variability using wide-isolation MS/MS. (A) Optical image of the glass slide with multiple tissue sections applied over spots of 1:2 mixture of AC:d$_3$AC (marked with black spots). (B) MS/MS image of product ion for AC applied under the brain section compared to MS/MS image from the liver tissue. The detected signal for AC was decreased by 90% from brain to liver tissue. The intensity scale reflects absolute counts of $m/z$ 145.
Figure 3-5. Scaled MS/MS intensities of m/z 145 and m/z 148 summed over the raster area. Data were scaled as a percentage of the maximum detected for basis of comparison. A significant decrease in ion signal is observed for both the AC and d$_3$AC in the kidney and liver sections compared to the brain, heart, and testes. However, the ratio of AC to d$_3$AC remains constant, varying only 13% RSD between the 5 tissue types, whereas the variation of AC and d$_3$AC 70% RSD between tissue types.
Figure 3-6. MS image of piglet brain tissue for the detection of endogenous AC. A) Image of the [M+H]^+ ion corresponding to AC (m/z 204) shows a clear differentiation between white and grey matter of the brain. B) The applied d_9AC shows a similar pattern implying there is either decreased extraction or ionization from the two tissue types. C) The ratio image of AC/d_9AC results in a better representation of the distribution of AC within the brain sample as well as improves the linearity of calibration curve, Figure 3-7 and 3-8.
Figure 3-7. Calibration curve of spotted AC standard plotted from the intensity of $m/z$ 204 corresponding to the MS image in Figure 3-6 (A).

\[ y = (0.25 \pm 0.06)x + (125 \pm 17) \]
\[ R^2 = 0.8022 \]
Figure 3-8. Calibration curve of spotted AC standard plotted from the ratio of $m/z$ 204/207 corresponding to the MS image shown in Figure 3-6B.
CHAPTER 4
QUANTITATIVE TANDEM-MASS SPECTROMETRIC IMAGING OF ENDOGENOUS ACETYL-L-CARNITINE FROM PIGLET BRAIN TISSUE USING AN INTERNAL STANDARD

Introduction to Quantitative MSI for Tissue-To-Tissue Comparison

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometric imaging (MALDIMS1) has become an invaluable tool for evaluating molecular changes of tissue samples, especially for differentiation between tissue states. Ever since MALDI MSI was first used to map pharmaceutical compounds in intact tissues and to generate MS images of proteins, MSI has rapidly expanded to include small molecules, lipids, pharmaceuticals, and, recently, endogenous metabolites. Although instrumental advancements allow for increased selectivity of a target analyte by implementing MS, ion signal irreproducibility limits MALDI MSI to qualitative applications. Currently, MALDI MSI has been used for relative quantitative applications; however, these results typically must be verified by another method such as high pressure liquid chromatography (LC)-MS of tissue extracts. Ion signal irreproducibility results from numerous factors: inhomogeneous matrix crystallization and tissue sample heterogeneity leading to inefficient analyte extraction, ionization, and matrix application.

Applying the MALDI matrix to a tissue sample is an important step in producing quality images. Significant care must be taken to apply the matrix in an even layer of minute crystals. Currently, matrix is applied using numerous methods including: robotic micro-spotting, sublimation, inkjet printing, and pneumatic spray coating. Spray coating, used in this study, generally produces a more homogenous matrix layer in a shorter amount of time compared to robotic spotting; however, this method may
result in widely varying matrix crystal sizes as well as the possibility of over-wetting the tissue, thus resulting in analyte migration.\textsuperscript{98, 99} Crystal sizes of the matrix layer can also significantly vary based on their rate of formation. Spray coating was used with different solvents to create matrix crystals varying in size to determine their effects on signal reproducibility. Improving the quality of the matrix coating has recently been shown to minimize signal variation, which could lead to improved quantitative MSI.\textsuperscript{27}

Other quantitative methodologies such as LC–MS\textsuperscript{n} employ an internal standard (IS) to correct for signal variability arising from sample extraction, separation, and detection. Implementing an IS in MSI presents the unique challenge of applying the internal standard. A previous study utilized a pneumatic nebulizer to apply the IS by completely wetting the tissue sample then allowing it to dry prior to MSI.\textsuperscript{73} Applying an internal standard in this manner may result in undesirable analyte migration as well as possible partitioning of the IS into different tissue types. An alternative to applying an IS atop the tissue sample is to apply a uniform layer of the IS beneath the sample (to the sample plate) and extract the IS into the tissue during matrix application.

We utilize an inkjet printer to apply an isotopically–labeled IS to a glass slide prior to mounting a tissue section to account for the significant signal variability with MALDI. Utilizing an inkjet printer has been successfully used to apply an internal lipid standard to estimate the lipid concentration in rat spinal cord with full-scan MSI.\textsuperscript{66, 76} In this study, quantitative data were determined by averaging the signal from a large area within the tissue. By averaging ion intensities from large sections of tissue, the resolution of the MS image is lost. To generate quantitative images at a resolution near the laser spot
size, improvements in the signal reproducibility from spot-to-spot must be achieved in order to produce quantitative MS images.

In the present study, two methods were employed to improve signal reproducibility: 1) optimizing matrix application via spray coating with different matrix solvents and 2) utilizing an IS placed beneath the sample to account for spot-to-spot signal variation. An intermediate pressure MALDI linear ion trap utilizing wide-isolation MS/MS was employed for the detection of acetyl-l-carnitine (AC) from piglet brain tissue using acetyl-d₃-carnitine (d₃AC) as the IS. Wide-isolation MS/MS allows for simultaneous detection of both the analyte and IS in a single MSⁿ scan, and it has been previously shown to be superior to using alternate scans or multiple imaging experiments.⁴⁷ The ability to detect both the analyte and IS in a single MS/MS scan allows for the ratio of the two analytes to be analyzed and not the signal intensities of the target analyte.

Upon generating a successful method of quantitation, the endogenous levels of AC were compared between two piglet brain samples. One piglet was fed a ketogenic diet during the first week after birth compared to a piglet fed a normal, carbohydrate rich diet during the same time. Changes in carnitine concentrations were hypothesized to occur as a result of the diet. By identifying endogenous metabolite concentration differences, further analysis were to be performed by our collaborator Dr. Peggy Borum of the Food and Nutritional Sciences Department at the University of Florida, to determine if these compounds were responsible for the therapeutic mechanism of the ketogenic diet for the treatment of epilepsy.
Materials and Methods

Chemicals

AC and d$_3$AC were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Superfrost glass plus microscope slides and LC–grade methanol, ethanol, water, and chloroform were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Working standards of AC were diluted in 50/50 v/v methanol/water (v/v) at concentrations of 10, 8.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.80, 0.40, 0.20 and 0.10 ng/$\mu$L. d$_3$AC was diluted in 90/10 methanol/water (v/v) at a concentration of 10 ng/$\mu$L. 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) was purchased from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) and prepared at a concentration of 40 mg/mL in either 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v) or 70/30 methanol/water (v/v).

Analysis of AC Standards

Prior to tissue MSI analysis, the viability of using d$_3$AC as an internal standard for quantitative MSI analysis was performed. To determine if using the AC/d$_3$AC ion ratio to account for signal variation, AC and d$_3$AC were applied separately to a glass slide using the inkjet printer. DHB was then spray-coated with a Meinhard nebulizer, model number TR-30 A3, (Golden, CO) dissolved in 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v) or 70/30 methanol/water (v/v) to produce matrix crystals of varying sizes from the differing evaporation rates of the solvents. Wide-isolation MS/MS was performed over the areas of the applied AC and d$_3$AC and the resulting images were evaluated in terms of ion signal variation. Crystal sizes were analyzed using a Leica DFC 295 (camera) coupled with a Leica DMLP microscope (Wetzlar, Germany). Matrix homogeneity was measured using percent relative standard deviation (RSD) of the detected matrix ion signal from an MS imaging experiment on a glass slide. A selected area of 50 MS/MS scans was analyzed 8 times monitoring the signal variation over multiple analysis.
For quantitative analysis, calibration standards of AC were spotted onto a glass slide at concentrations of: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1, 4, 8 ng/μL followed by the application of d₃AC via the inkjet printer. DHB diluted in 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v) was applied by spray-coating with a Meinhard nebulizer. Wide-isolation MS/MS was performed covering the entire calibration curve area. MS/MS intensity from m/z 145 and the ratio of m/z 145/148 were used to produce calibration plots.

Tissue Preparation

Piglet brain tissue was provided by Dr. Peggy Borum’s lab from the Food Science and Human Nutrition Department at the University of Florida (Gainesville, FL, USA) and stored at −80 °C. During excision, the brain was dissected into hemispheres along the center sagittal plane and then along the coronal plane resulting in half of a hemisphere dissected into the frontal lobe and parietal/occipital lobe. The second cut was performed to reduce tissue size for simpler sectioning; the frontal lobe was used for method development.

Prior to tissue sectioning, d₃AC was applied to a standard glass microscope slide with an Epson Stylus Photo R220 (Long Beach, CA) inkjet printer and a modified compact disc tray as a glass slide holder. d₃AC diluted in 50/50 methanol/water (v/v) to a concentration of 10 ng/μL was used to fill a cleaned, unused ink cartridge. Adobe Illustrator (San Jose, CA) was used to created the IS patterns to be applied to the glass slide. The glass slides where then inserted into the printer and the d₃AC was deposited covering the entire glass slide. This procedure was repeated 3 times to ensure adequate and uniform coverage. For quantitative MSI, calibration standards (1 μL) of AC were micropipetted onto the glass slide at concentrations of 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.80,
1.0, 2.0, 4.0 ng/µL. Each spot was measured to be 2.5 mm in diameter, which was verified using the detected ion signal and raster step size of the MSI experiments. For tissue-to-tissue comparison experiments, calibration standards were spotted at concentrations of: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 ng/µL beneath each tissue, followed by the application of d₃AC with the inkjet printer. These calibration standards were used to produce standard additions plots to estimate the endogenous concentration of AC.

Sectioning of the brain tissue was performed on a Microm HM 505E cryostat (Waldorf, Germany). Tissue was sliced at −25 °C to a thickness of 20 µm and thaw mounted onto the glass microscope slide previously coated with d₃AC and/or AC standards and stored at −80 °C. To minimize condensation, the tissue was first warmed to room temperature in a vacuum dessicator for ~30 minutes, then DHB diluted to 40 mg/mL in 90/10 ethanol/chloroform (v/v) was applied with a Meinhard nebulizer, model number TR-30-A3, at a flow rate of 2.4 mL/min.

Mass Spectrometry

All MS images, and spectra except for the tissue-to-tissue comparison, were acquired with a MALDI LTQ–XL (ThermoFinnigan, San Jose, CA) equipped with a 337-nm nitrogen laser at a frequency of 60 Hz and spot diameter of 100 µm. For full-scan MS imaging experiments, spectra were collected using four laser shots at a laser energy of 2 µJ. All MS/MS experiments utilized a 6-amu wide-isolation window centered at m/z 205.5 unless otherwise noted. MS/MS imaging experiments were acquired with four laser shots with a laser energy of 16 µJ to achieve optimal ion signal. At this laser energy and number of laser shots, space charging was evident in the full MS spectrum; however, space charging was not observed using wide-isolation MS/MS experiments.
and, thus, not a concern. Furthermore, we were unable to observe space charging effects at higher laser energies (40 \( \mu \)J) combined with a higher number of laser shots (50) during wide-isolation MS/MS mode.

Sample slides were inserted into the intermediate vacuum chamber (0.07 Torr) and rastered with respect to the laser at varying step sizes depending on the experiment (100–300 \( \mu \)m). Total and extracted ion signal were analyzed with Qualitative Browser from Thermo Fisher Scientific. A MALDI data extraction program from Thermo Fisher Scientific was used to extract the ion intensity at each corresponding MS/MS scan. Extracted data was imported into Microsoft Excel to produce analyte to internal standard ion intensity ratios at each position. All images were created using Surfer 8 (Golden, CO) by gridding the extracted data using triangulation with linear interpolation.

From the improved quantitative results shown in Chapter 3, the tissue-to-tissue comparison studies were analyzed with a Synapt MALDI-Q-Ion Mobility (T-wave cell) Time of Flight (QTOF) equipped with a 200 Hz, 355 nm, Nd:YAG laser at a frequency of 200 Hz and spot diameter of 150 \( \mu \)m (Waters Corporation; Milford, MA, USA). The QTOF instrument was operated in MS mode. Sample slides were inserted into the vacuum chamber and rastered beneath the laser at a step size of 250 \( \mu \)m and MS spectra were summed from 200 laser shots at each raster step. Resulting MS data from the QTOF were processed using BioMap (Novartis, Basel, Switzerland). Normalized images were generated using the divide function in BioMap to generate AC/\( \Delta AC \) \((m/z \ 204/207)\) images. For quantitative determinations of AC in treated and
untreated tissue, a standard additions analysis was performed utilizing the product ion ratio of AC/d$_3$AC from the spotted AC calibration standards beneath the tissues.

**Results and Discussion**

**MS/MS Characterization**

Prior to imaging experiments, the [M+H]$^+$ of AC ($m/z$ 204) and d$_3$AC ($m/z$ 207) standards were characterized by MS/MS. Collision induced dissociation of the [M+H]$^+$ ion of AC produced three main product ions at $m/z$ 145, 85, 60 and d$_3$AC produced product ions at $m/z$ 148, 85, 60 as shown previously in Chapter 3, Figure 3-1. Product ions $m/z$ 145 and 148 from AC and d$_3$AC, respectively, resulted from the loss of the trimethyl-amine group and were monitored for quantitative analysis. Narrow isolation experiments were performed to ensure neither the AC nor d$_3$AC produced product ions at $m/z$ 148 and $m/z$ 145, respectively. It is important to note that for wide-isolation MS/MS spectra, the observed product ions $m/z$ 145 and 148 are generated from the range of $m/z$ 202.5 – 208.5. Preliminary studies performed on tissue utilizing a 1-amu narrow isolation MS/MS experiment at each nominal mass from $m/z$ 202–209 showed no significant contribution of $m/z$ 145 and 148 signal from endogenous compounds within the isolation range.

The isotopic purity of the d$_3$AC was stated to be > 98% from the manufacturer, which was verified by comparing the signal intensity of the product ions at $m/z$ 145 to that at $m/z$ 148 when analyzing d$_3$AC applied to a glass slide with wide-isolation MS/MS. Three layers of 10 ng/μL d$_3$AC were applied using the inkjet printer and then coated with DHB diluted to 40 mg/mL in 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v). Analyzing 50 MS/MS scans of the d$_3$AC, the contribution from the impure isotope to the product ion signal at $m/z$ 145 was determined to be < 1.2% ± 0.6%.
Matrix Application for Solvent Comparisons

To determine matrix application effects, standards of AC and d₃AC were applied to a glass slide with an inkjet printer and analyzed using wide-isolation MS/MS. One-inch squares AC of were applied atop two previously d₃AC-coated glass microscope slides. DHB crystals that were formed from the two solvent mixtures, 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v) and 70/30 methanol/water (v/v) are compared in Figure 4-1. The chloroform/ethanol solvent mixture resulted in a more uniform matrix coating with significantly smaller crystal sizes. In Figure 4-1A, the water/methanol solvent produced crystals of varying sizes that approached upwards of 250 μm in length, whereas the chloroform/ethanol solvent mixture resulted in crystal sizes consistently smaller than 60 μm. The smaller crystal sizes in the chloroform/ethanol solvent can be attributed to the rapid evaporation of the matrix solvent, Figure 4-1B.

MSI was used to analyze matrix uniformity between the solvent systems by selecting an area of each DHB coated glass slide and comparing the percent RSD of 500 MS scans of signal intensity of m/z 137, [DHB–H₂O]+. As reported in Table 4-1, the reproducibility of the matrix ion signal was improved from 66% (methanol/water) to 31% (chloroform/ethanol) utilizing a more volatile solvent that enhances rapid crystal formation. The improved signal reproducibility of the matrix ion signal reflects a more uniform coating of smaller matrix crystals resulting from rapid evaporation of the solvent. Conversely, the observed increase percent RSD of the signal from methanol/water is attributed to larger crystal formation resulting in significant sample differences when probed on a 100-μm scale.
To determine if improved matrix signal reproducibility correlates to improved analyte signal reproducibility, wide-isolation MS/MS experiments were performed over areas of the slides where AC and d₃AC were applied. Within each 1-inch square, 50 MS/MS scans were acquired and the percent RSD of the product ion signal of m/z 145, 148 and the ratio of m/z 145/148 were calculated and reported in Table 4-1. The improved matrix coverage from chloroform/ethanol mixture resulted in better ion signal reproducibility for the product ions of both AC and d₃AC. The improved matrix coverage produced a more homogenous sample when analyzed on a 100-µm scale. Matrix crystals that were significantly larger than the laser-spot diameter resulted in irreproducible signal resulting from the large variation in crystallization at each raster step. This larger variation of the ion signal intensity across a sample may only be due to the differences in matrix crystallization. Laser energy fluctuation may also cause signal variation; however, the manufacturer's stated laser energy variance (4%) is too low to account for the observed signal variability. Furthermore, the percent RSD for both AC and d₃AC are comparable, which indicates that d₃AC is acting as an adequate IS. To further account for signal variability, normalizing the AC by the d₃AC intensity on a scan-by-scan basis resulted in a four- to five-fold improvement in percent RSD.

To further determine if d₃AC is behaving as an adequate IS, wide-isolation MSI experiments of the AC standard were performed on the chloroform/ethanol coated slide. Within the 1-inch square of AC, an 11 × 11 step raster pattern was created using a 100-µm step-size. After wide-isolation MSI, separate MS images were generated using the normalized intensities of the product ions m/z 145 (AC), 148 (d₃AC), and 145/148 versus scan position, shown in Figure 4-2. To produce the normalized images on the
same color scale, the mean ion intensity or ratio was calculated for each image. At each raster step, the percent difference from the average intensity was calculated for the detected ion signal, which produced images showing the relative variation in signal. The images produced from the ion intensity of AC and d$_3$AC (Figures 4-2A and 4-2B) show similar ion intensity distributions indicating that d$_3$AC is co-crystallizing and ionizing mutually with AC. This effect is further exhibited in Figure 4-2C, where the ratio of the two ions exhibits a uniform distribution across the image, suggesting the signal variability observed in Figures 4-2A and 4-2B is attributed to differences in matrix crystallization and not the application of the standards by the inkjet printer. The viability of the IS is further exemplified in Figure 4-3, showing normalized intensities of a line scan of 11 spectra across the image indicated in Figure 4-2A. For each scan, the intensities of both the AC and d$_3$AC vary similarly; however, the ratio of the two ions is conserved resulting in improved signal reproducibility.

The statistical range of ion intensities may also be important for determining concentration differences on an area scale approaching that of the laser diameter. The range of absolute signal intensities for the product ions of AC and d$_3$AC (AC = 5200–170000; d$_3$AC = 6200–260000) were separated by a factor of 34 and 43, respectively; however the range of the ratio (0.57–0.97) was reduced to a factor of 1.7. Clearly, utilizing an internal standard to control for ion signal variability may be necessary for quantitative MALDI- MSI application. As the data in Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show, quantitative MSI from tissue, where matrix crystallization differences are compounded by sample heterogeneity, spot-to-spot comparisons of intensities alone may be
statistically irrelevant; in contrast, the use of an internal standard to correct for sample heterogeneity and matrix crystallization variability can result in informative images.

The signal variability over multiple analyses was also determined by reanalyzing a given raster area eight times. The variation in AC and d₃AC signal is plotted in Figure 4-4. As the matrix is ablated away, thus varying the M/A ratio, the detected ion signal varies non-linearly as the matrix is ablated away. Although the absolute ion signal varies dramatically, the detected AC/d₃AC ratio does not vary significantly as illustrated by the relatively flat plot. This suggests the internal standard may also account for differing M/A ratios in a given imaging experiment and can be especially important for imaging a particular compound that may vary significantly in concentration in a given sample.

Calibration Curve Experiments

For calibration linearity comparisons; 1 μL of AC at concentrations of 0.1–8 ng/μL were spotted using a micropipette onto a glass microscope slide previously coated with d₃AC (3 layers, 10 ng/μL) as shown in Figure 4-5. DHB diluted in chloroform/ethanol was then applied and each spot was analyzed using wide-isolation MS/MS. Wide-isolation MS/MS signal intensity for m/z 145 (AC) and the m/z 145/148 (AC/d₃AC) ratio from 35 scans within each calibration spot were averaged and used to calculate two calibration curves. Signal variability of the ion signal for m/z 145, 148 and 145/148 within each calibration spot is listed in Table 4-2. Shown in Figure 4-6A, the signal intensity of m/z 145 versus concentration resulted in line of best fit of y (counts₁₄₅) = (12700 ± 2500) × (μg/mL) + (12800 ± 8600) with an R² = 0.8332. The curve plotted using the ratio of m/z 145/148, Figure 4-6B, resulted in a line of best fit of y (ratio₁₄₅/₁₄₈)
\[ 0.470(\pm 0.018) \times (\mu g/mL) - 0.065(\pm 0.061) \] with an \( R^2 = 0.9929 \). Linearity and scan-to-scan reproducibility were significantly improved when normalizing by the internal standard. The average percent RSD from the calibration standards using the \( m/z \) 145 ion intensity was 84% with a range of 56–122 compared to averaging the percent RSD of the ratio of \( m/z \) 145/148, which had a percent RSD of 22% with a range of 9.2–45.1%. No correlation was observed between the percent RSD and an increase in concentration monitoring the intensity of \( m/z \) 145; whereas the percent RSD of the averaged ratio improved with an increase in concentration of AC. Utilizing a uniformly applied IS coupled with wide-isolation MS/MS showed considerable improvement in precision using a scan–by–scan analysis.

**Imaging of Piglet Brain Tissue with Spotted Standards**

Three layers of 10 ng/\( \mu L \) \( d_2 \)AC followed by spotting 1 \( \mu L \) of calibration standards (0.1-8 ng/\( \mu L \)) of AC in 50% methanol were applied to a glass slide. A 20-\( \mu m \) thick tissue section was placed over the calibration standards and the entire slide was coated with DHB diluted in chloroform/ethanol. The entire tissue was analyzed using a 6-amu wide-isolation window centered at \( m/z \) 205.5. The imaging experiment was performed using four laser shots with a raster step-size of 200 \( \mu m \), and the laser energy was set at 14 \( \mu J \) to ensure optimum MS/MS signal without space charging the ion trap.

The estimated concentration (moles/kg\(_{\text{tissue}}\)) of the spotted standards in estimated weight of the wet tissue was calculated using the area of the spotted standards incorporated into a 20-\( \mu m \) thick tissue section. For the experiments discussed in this paper, significant care was taken in the spotting of the AC standards to ensure reproducible droplets measuring ~2.5 mm in diameter. Upon extraction through a 20-
\( \mu m \) section of tissue, a 1-\( \mu L \) spot of 1 ng/\( \mu L \) results in a tissue concentration 0.02 \( \mu mol/kg_{tissue} \) assuming the density of brain tissue is nearly that of water, 1.05 g/mL.\(^{100}\)

In Figure 4-7A-C, Surfer 8 was used to produce images of the AC (Figure 4-7A) and \( d_3 \)AC (Figure 4-7B) using the intensity of \( m/z \) 145 and 148, respectively, as well as an image of the ratio of the two ions, \( m/z \) 145/148 (Figure 4-7C) in each scan. Areas where standards were applied are circled and increase in concentration from 0.1 to 4 ng/\( \mu L \) starting with the lower left spot moving clockwise around the tissue. Signal intensity is observed in three main locations from the image of \( m/z \) 145: 1) the area where no tissue is present; 2) the area of spiked AC standards and 3) the area on tissue where no AC had been added. The detected \( m/z \) 145 signal on the glass slide is due to the isotopic impurity of AC in the \( d_3 \)AC (> 98% isotopic purity) standard used to coat the entire slide. The signal ratio of AC to the \( d_3 \)AC in this area was calculated to be ~1.2\% ± 0.2\%. Assuming the same contribution for the tissue area, the signal contribution would be insignificant as the average signal intensity from \( d_3 \)AC is ~500 counts.

Averaged signal from ~20 scans within the area of the spiked AC standards was used to produce two calibration curves from 40-200 nmol/kg_{tissue} using the intensity of \( m/z \) 145 and resulted in a curve with the equation: 
\[
y (counts_{145}) = 7.70 (± 0.74) \times (\mu g/mL) - 113.0 (± 85.9); R^2 = 0.982, \]
and from the ratio of \( m/z \) 145/148: 
\[
y (ratio_{145/148}) = 0.00972 (± 0.00029) \times (\mu g/mL) - 0.116 (± 0.033); R^2 = 0.998. \]
The improved \( R^2 \) value for the calibration curve using the ratio of 145/148 may be attributed to the \( d_3 \)AC extraction and co-crystallization in a similar manner to AC as well as improved matrix coating crystallization producing a more reproducible signal from each of the spotted standards.
The detected $m/z$ 145 signal from areas within the tissue where AC was not spiked is thought to arise from endogenous AC with minimal or no contribution from the impure $d_3$AC. This is further supported by the image in Figure 4-7C, which shows the $m/z$ 145 signal on the glass slide to be reduced to nearly zero due to the comparatively low ratio of AC to $d_3$AC present. Thus, ratio increases greater than the contribution from the impure standard may be from the endogenous metabolite. Using the calibration equation from the ratio of $m/z$ 145/148, the concentration of AC detected at each raster step can be estimated and a quantitative image generated, shown in Figure 4-8. From this image, the concentration of AC is estimated to be in the range of 20–100 nmol/kg tissue and falls within the concentration expected. A limitation of this type of quantitative estimation assumes that the standards spotted beneath the sample will extract, co-crystallize, and ionize in the same manner as the endogenous compound, which is difficult to determine via MALDI MSI. However, analyte concentration differences may be observed within a tissue sample or from tissue-to-tissue. These concentration differences may be determined with improved confidence due to the control for numerous factors including matrix application heterogeneity, tissue-specific ion suppression, or any other cause of signal variation.

**Quantitative Comparison Between Treated and Untreated Tissue**

For the quantitative comparison of the endogenous AC content between treated (ketogenic diet) piglets and untreated piglets (normal diet), MSI was performed using MS imaging on the QTOF instrument. The resulting AC/$d_3$AC images from the MSI experiments are shown in Figure 4-9. Figure 4-9A is the MS images of the ketogenic treated sample and Figure 4-9B is the MS image of the untreated sample. Concentrations of endogenous AC were estimated using a standard additions analysis
shown in Figure 4-10. Estimations of the endogenous AC concentrations were determined to be \(170 \pm 50 \text{ ng}_{\text{AC}}/\mu\text{g}_{\text{tissue}}\) for the treated (ketogenic) sample and \(100 \pm 70 \text{ ng}_{\text{AC}}/\mu\text{g}_{\text{tissue}}\) for the untreated sample. These values corresponded to an estimated upper limit of concentration of 600 \(\mu\)molar for the untreated sample and 500 \(\mu\)molar for the untreated sample. These values represent the upper limit as the integrated areas to generate the y-intercept on the standard additions plots were taken from areas of higher signal intensity. From the generated MS images, most of the endogenous signal was between 50-100% of the maximum ratio of \(m/z\) 204/207 indicating a range of endogenous concentration of AC between 300–600 \(\mu\)molar for the treated sample and 250–500 \(\mu\)molar for the untreated sample. However, the error in these measurements is large preventing the accurate differentiation of endogenous AC concentration between the two samples. Although we detected no significant difference in AC concentration, the ability to perform quantitative tissue-to-tissue comparison is considered an advancement of MALDI MSI.

**Quantitative MSI Of Endogenous AC Conclusions**

Developing quantitative MALDI MSI methods is critical for its expansion into new applications. Two approaches were successfully utilized that leads to better signal reproducibility for MSI: 1) optimizing the matrix application method 2) implementing an isotopically labeled internal standard to improve signal reproducibility. A source of signal variation was shown to be caused by the matrix crystallization layer applied during MSI. Improving this matrix layer leads to better quantitative mass spectral images as well as better signal reproducibility. Utilizing an isotopically labeled internal standard resulted in a significant reduction of signal variability leading to quantitative
tissue imaging. The quantitative information generated from an imaging experiment may reveal regional distribution of an analyte or may be used to determine overall tissue concentrations. This may be significant for whole-body tissue imaging experiments, as outlined in Chapter 1, to determine concentration differences of a drug between different tissue types.

Although, we did not detect a significant change in AC concentration between the treated and untreated piglet brain samples, the differences we did detect may be proven with a much larger sample size. Our preliminary experiments consisted of one brain sample from each piglet type; however, with numerous biological errors combined with the large error in our measurement, an estimation of ~20 samples would need to be analyzed of each piglet type.
Figure 4-1. Microscope images (20×) of formed DHB crystals applied with a Meinhard nebulizer onto a glass slide using two different solvents: (A) diluted to 40 mg/mL in 70/30 methanol/water (v/v) and (B) diluted to 40 mg/mL in 90/10 chloroform/ethanol (v/v). The largest crystals observed in A were measured to be <250 µm compared to the largest crystals in B, measured at <60 µm.
Figure 4-2. Extracted wide-isolation MS/MS images of the normalized product ions of: AC, m/z 145 (A), d$_3$AC m/z 148 (B), and the ratio of m/z 145/148 (C) at each position. The color-scale is determined from calculating the percent difference from the mean. AC and d$_3$AC exhibit significant signal variation within the area imaged; however, this variation is significantly reduced by plotting the ratio of m/z 145/148 (C) for each analytical scan.
Figure 4-3. Line scan intensities normalized to the mean for each ion and ratio. Intensities of $m/z$ 145, 148 and 145/148 of a line scan right (scan #1) to left (scan #11) from area indicated in Figure 4-2A.
Figure 4-4. Signal variation over subsequent MALDI MSI analysis.
Figure 4-5. Experimental setup for quantitative analysis of AC standards spotted onto a glass slide. AC was applied with a pipette and $d_2$AC was applied uniformly with an inkjet printer.
Figure 4-6. Calibration plots from standard of AC spotted onto a glass microscope slide. (A) Calibration plot from the intensity of m/z 145 (AC) versus concentration. (B) Calibration plot of the ratio of m/z 145/148 (AC/d_{3}AC) showing improved linearity and signal reproducibility. Error bars represent the standard error of the average MS/MS intensities.
Figure 4-7. Wide-isolation MS/MS images quantifying AC in piglet brain tissue. A) \textit{d}_3\text{AC}, absolute intensity of \textit{m/z} 148. B) AC absolute intensity of \textit{m/z} 145. C) The ratio of AC/\textit{d}_3\text{AC} (C) at each position. The internal standard image A exhibits intense signal outlining the tissue sample. In images B and C, red circles indicate the location of the spotted AC standards, starting with the lower left as 0.1 ng/μL and moving clockwise ending with 4 ng/μL. The green square indicates a 4 ng/μL standard spotted atop the tissue sample for comparison with the standards spotted beneath. The color-scale for A and B is determined from the absolute intensities of the ions \textit{m/z} 145 and 148, respectively. The color-scale for C is determined from the ion intensity ratio of \textit{m/z} 145/148.
Figure 4-8. Quantitative image of AC in the frontal lobe of a piglet brain slice. Concentration of AC was calculated from standards placed beneath the tissue using a calibration curve normalized by an internal standard. The color-scale is determined from the calculated concentration of endogenous AC from the calibration curve of the spotted standards of AC and is plotted in nmolAC/kg tissue.
Figure 4-9. Full MS images of AC distribution in piglet brain tissue obtained from the QTOF. Images were normalized by the d$_3$AC signal by determining the $m/z$ 204/207 ratio at each raster position (scale bar indicates ratio of $m/z$ 204/207). The endogenous AC was quantitatively compared between piglets fed a ketogenic diet (A) to piglets fed a normal diet (B).
Figure 4-10. Standards addition plots for the quantitative determination of AC in piglet brain thin tissue sections. A) AC concentration is compared between a piglet fed a ketogenic diet and (B) a piglet fed a normal diet. From these experiments, the differences in endogenous AC concentration were unable to be detected using quantitative MSI.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DHB Solvent</th>
<th>AC  ( m/z \ 204 \rightarrow 145 )</th>
<th>( d_3 )AC ( m/z \ 207 \rightarrow 148 )</th>
<th>AC/( d_3 )AC ( m/z \ 145/148 )</th>
<th>DHB-H(_2)O ( m/z \ 137 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70/30 MeOH/H(_2)O</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90/10 CHCl(_3)/EtOH</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4-2. Signal variation of MS/MS ion signal within calibration spots. Variation is reported in %RSD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration (ng/μL)</th>
<th>AC m/z 204→145</th>
<th>d₃AC m/z 207→148</th>
<th>AC/d₃AC m/z 145/148</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusions

The goal of this research was to develop quantitative MALDI MSI methods and to evaluate these methods for the analysis of acetyl-l-carnitine (AC) in piglet brain tissue. Initial method development of a quantitative MALDI MSI method was performed on the analysis of cocaine (COC) from a human brain sample. Quantitative determinations made from the analysis by MALDI MSI were compared to quantitative results from the well-established analytical technique LC-MS/MS. The need for a deuterated internal standard was identified during this method development phase. Further analysis employing a deuterated internal standard for MALDI MSI was performed with AC and $d_3$AC. It was shown that the internal standard not only improves the quantitative ability of MALDI, but also can control for other limitations of MSI, such as tissue-specific ion signal variation. Finally, quantitative estimates of the AC content in piglet brain samples were made, using the methods developed and analyzed in Chapters 2 and 3. The methods and analysis presented in this research are not limited to COC and AC, but can be generally employed for any small-molecule target analyte, provided an isotopically-labeled internal standard is available.

Initial experiments with cocaine showed that quantitative analysis could be performed with MALDI with the uniform application of an internal standard. The internal standard is used to normalize the target analytes ion signal at each MS scan, thus accounting for the significant ion signal variation associated with MALDI. Quantitative results from MALDI MSI experiments by standard additions analysis compared very well to LC-MS/MS results from tissue extracts. COC brain concentrations from the MSI
analysis were within 20% of the concentration determined by LC-MS/MS; however, the MSI results were significantly less precise, primarily due to the lack of sample cleanup steps such as tissue extraction and chromatography. MALDI MSI allows for direct sampling of the tissue performed in a two-dimensional manner which preserves the physical integrity of the sample.

Quantitative MALDI MSI was also compared to LC-MS/MS for the analysis of tissue extracts. With an appropriate internal standard, wide-isolation MS/MS was used in place of chromatography to separate interfering ions. Analysis of the tissue extracts resulted in quantitative COC values within 5% of each other when analyzed by MALDI and LC-MS/MS. The LC analysis was performed with a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer employing selected reaction monitoring, which is generally considered the best MS/MS approach for quantitative analysis. However, employing chromatography significantly increases analysis time and the consumption of resources. A typical LC analysis can last between 5 and 20 minutes for each sample analyzed. Including analysis of solvent blanks a calibration experiment can take many hours to complete. For the triplicate LC-MS/MS analysis presented here, the total analysis time was approximately 15 hours. Analysis by MALDI shortens the analysis time significantly. For the experiments performed, 50 MS/MS scans were recorded in quadruplicate, resulting in analysis time of only 30 minutes for the entire quantitative experiment. A disadvantage of the MALDI approach, however, is the potential for non-linear response, thus limiting the linear dynamic range. These non-linear effects result from differences in the matrix to analyte ratio across the calibration curve. Either too little or too much matrix may result in attenuation of ion signal. Automated matrix application methods
such as the Bruker ImagePrep may be used to apply a constant amount of matrix from analysis to analysis.

Using an internal standard for MALDI MSI also allowed for the identification of tissue-specific ion signal variation. This is a well known limitation in MALDI MSI applications, preventing the technique from being used as a standalone technique to draw biological conclusions. Differences in ion signal were monitored: by spotting a constant concentration of AC beneath multiple tissue types. These differences in ion signal are a result of numerous factors, including differences in matrix crystallization atop the tissues, variations in analyte extraction from the tissue, and ionization variability resulting from the presence of potential ion suppressing compounds. However, when monitoring the analyte to internal standard ratio these differences in ion signal were accounted for. Ion signal of AC varied by a factor of 10 from tissue to tissue for the same concentration of AC applied beneath the sample. This variation in ion signal could lead to false conclusions about the concentration of AC in the tissue without normalization by an internal standard. The AC/d$_3$AC ratio, however, varied only by a factor of 1.3, producing a far more accurate representation of the spotted AC concentration. Using an internal standard in this manner should also lead to better confidence in resulting MS images, and provide a better quantitative representation of analyte concentrations between tissues.

Lastly, MSI was used to make a quantitative comparison of the endogenous levels of AC between two samples. Since quantitative MALDI is challenging on any given sample, quantitative comparison between two samples is difficult. Ion signal can vary based on differences in tissue makeup, matrix application, and tissue thickness.
Analysis with an internal standard was shown to account for many of these differences, thus allowing for tissue-to-tissue comparisons. The method does contain a significant amount of error in the measurements due to the lack of sample cleanup such as extraction and chromatography. This error associated with quantitative measurements means that small changes in concentration will be difficult to determine. For this application, the concentration of AC was expected to change very little due to homeostasis, and indeed, the differences in AC concentration between these two samples was too small to determine with reasonable confidence. However, developing methods to make tissue-to-tissue comparisons has the potential to be used in numerous other applications.

Future Work

With the development of a quantitative MALDI MSI method, the reproducibility of the experimental setup should also be improved. Currently, calibration standard are manually spotted onto the MALDI target. This produces error from spot-to-spot based on pipette delivery differences and uneven deposition as the spot dries. Developing and employing a more uniform spot delivery system would produce calibration standards applied in a uniform manner with a defined spot area. Keeping the spot area consistent between samples is crucial for quantitative analysis, as the area is used in calculating tissue concentrations. Other deposition techniques may be employed to produce a uniform layer of the internal standard onto the MALDI target. The modified inkjet printer produces picoliter droplets; however, these may merge to produce larger droplets formed on the target. This effect is solvent-dependent and the inkjet printer is only compatible with methanol and water. Employing other spotting techniques such as
the LabCyte Portrait spotter may result in more reproducible internal and calibration standard applications.

Sensitivity is also a potential limitation of the technique. This work shows quantitative estimations in the micromolar range; however, many applications require detection limits at least an order of magnitude less. MSI quantitation was improved with the QTOF instrument. Complete ablation of the tissue sample from spot-to-spot resulted in a more reproducible sample size analyzed at each raster position. Taking advantage of the complete ablation of the sample, thicker tissue sections may be used to increase the amount of the target analyte for detection.

Employing MS\textsuperscript{n} in the ion trap may also improve sensitivity through the reduction of background interferences; however, CID efficiency and ion loss from increased storage time can limit this approach. Space-charging in the ion trap also limits the dynamic range of quantitation. This effect is not observed in the QTOF instrument; however, the large noise levels in the low mass range require a large number of spectra to be summed. This requires a large number of laser shots (>100) at each raster position. Comparing each instrument, the LTQ was more sensitive on a laser shot to ion signal basis; however, space charging and differences in samples size at each raster step result in variable ion signal. The QTOF results in better quantitative MSI data, but is limited in sensitivity on a laser shot to ion signal basis. Developing MSI instrumentation that could offer the sensitivity of the LTQ without the space-charging issues may result in significant improvements in the overall sensitivity of MALDI MSI.

In summary, generating more reproducible sample preparation methods and improving sensitivity are the main areas of quantitative MALDI MSI to be improved
upon. This would advance the methodology and allow it to be used in a wide array of applications.
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